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FOREWORD

This report is submitted to the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center,

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Huntsville, Alabama, in

accordance with the requirements of Contract NAS8-5180.



./

SUMMARY /

This report describes the results of an effort to extend and refine certain

space radiation shielding codes and to provide detailed code descriptions and

operating instructions so that the codes may be used at other installations.

In partieular, the approximations in the proton penetration code have been

examined and improved where possible. Changes include a better attenuation

kernel for evaporation neutrons, parabolic rather than linear interpolation in

tables, arbitrary angle of incidence for monodirectional proton beams, removal

of the assumption of constant cross section within a layer, and inclusion of a

souree term calculation for secondary gamma rays.

Three new codes were written during the present effort. Program LIGHT

computes gamma ray cascades from excited nuclei. Program MSGAM com-

putes gamma ray dose due to the distributed sources developed in the proton

penetration code. Program LRSPC computes improved proton range and

stopping power data for use in the proton penetration code.

/

i

/

\,

The production of cascade gamma rays arising from inelastic nucleon collisions

with shield nuclei was examined because of conflicting results of other investi-

gators. Madey et al. found that the gamma ray component overshadows the /

primary proton component in certain cases of interest. Alsmiller etal., using /

a different approach, estimated a gamma ray component which was smaller /

by a factor of ten. Results presented herein, based on a third approach, tend /

to agree with those of Alsmiller et al. A discussion of the discrepancies and [

their possible origin is given. _3

iii
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1. GAMMA RAY PRODUCTION IN PROTON SHIELDS

The question of secondary production in proton shields hasbeen investigated
during the past several years in order to assess its importance for space
radiation shielding. Secondarycomponentcalculational methodshave been
developedfor cascadeprotons, cascadeneutrons, and evaporation neutrons.
Estimates have shownthat mesonproduction in shields up to 100 grams per
square centimeter is insignificant. However, estimates of gamma ray pro-
duction and transport indicate that this componentmay be as important as
other secondarycomponentsand should, therefore, be considered in dose
calculations.

Experimental data concerning gammaray production due to nucleon
bombardment is scant and incomplete. A calculational method based on
direct experimental results would, of necessity, incorporate several gross
assumptions. The two limiting features of such a method would be the
assumption of gamma ray spectrum andyield with bombarding energy and
the difficulty of extending the calculation to materials for which no experi-
mental dataexists.

I
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I
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In view of the difficulties connected with the utilization of present

experimental data on gamma ray production, a model has been constructed

which will predict gamma ray yield from basic nuclear data, much of which

is available in the literature or may be calculated. The data obtained from

the model should yield space radiation shielding results as reliable as those

obtained from the present experimental data. In addition, this approach

permits investigation of a wide variety of shielding materials.

The calculation of gamma ray yield is based on the statistical model of the

nucleus. Consider a nucleus composed of A nucleons. Nuclide A is

normally in the ground state, but may be excited to a higher state by an

inelastic collision with a high energy nucleon. The distribution of excited

states is taken from the Nuclear Data Sheets 35 for low-lying levels, and is

calculated from Bethe's equation using Varshni's fit 45 for higher levels.

The probability of exciting a particular level is based upon statistical
considerations.

The excited nucleus may decay in several ways. It may emit a gamma ray

and go to a lower level. A series of such transitions is termed a gamma

ray cascade and is pictured in Figure 1. The dashed vertical arrow represents

I
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excitation and the solid vertical arrows represent a particular cascade

mode. At each step in this process, gamma ray emission competes, usually

weakly, with particle evaporation until the excitation energy is lower than

the tlu, eshold for particle emission. The total gamma ray production in

nuclide A is computed according to a method outlined by Troubetzkoy. 44

Further details are given in Section 4, the description of computer program
LIGHT which traces the cascade.

Program LIGHT ignores gamma rays which may be emitted following direct

knock-on processes and particle evaporation as illustrated in the formation

of nuclide A-1 in Figure 1. These gamma rays are estimated in the

following way. It is assumed that no gamma rays are emitted until a

sequence of evaporations leaves the residual nucleus in a state just above

the threshold for particle emission. From this point, the residual nucleus,

A-N where N is the number of particles which have left, is assumed to emit

gamma rays similar to those of the parent nucleus, A, which is also several

Mev above particle emission threshold. The overestimate arising from the

fact that the last evaporation is not permitted to take the nucleus to the

ground state is partially compensated for by permitting a fraction of the

residual nuclei to evaporate a final particle, giving rise to no gamma rays
at all.

In the case of nucleon capture, also shown in Figure 1, the nucleus A + 1

is assumed to decay similarly to nucleus A.

The proton penetration code, LPPC, uses spectral yield data developed by

LIGHT to calculate and sum gamma ray production as a function of incident

particle energy and the type of target nucleus. Interactions produced by

primary protons, cascade protons, and cascade neutrons are taken into

account. The resulting gamma ray sources are output on punched cards in

the form of energy and depth distributions.

Gamma ray dose is computed by program MSGAM using source data from

the proton penetration code. A calculation is performed for each of ten

gamma ray energies for which isotropic sources are distributed throughout

the shield. Moments method buildup factors 12, 19 are used for the gamma

ray transmission calculations.

Several calculations have been performed for three shield materials;

carbon, aluminum, and iron. The results for carbon should be regarded as

tentative; sincemany aspects of the statistical model are violated by light
nuclei.



Figure 2 shows a comparison of the present results with those of Madey,
et al., 30and of Alsmiller, et al. 7 Madey basedhis gamma ray yield data
uponexperimental data for protons in aluminum at 14 Mev. He assumed
that gammaray production was constant for bombarding energies up to
50 Mev andzero thereafter. Gammarays arising from secondary protons
and neutrons were ignored. The Alsmiller results are based upona
theoretical model which yields gammaproduction cross sections for
inelastic Cn,n') reactions. The neutron cross sections are assumed to apply
to proton reactions after an adjustment is made for the coulomb barrier.
Two upper cut-off energies are shown, 22.3 Mev and 50Mev, yielding a
factor of two or three difference. All gamma rays are assumed to be
emitted straight aheadin the Alsmiller calculation so that contributions
arise from protons entering along the shield normal only. Gammarays
arising from secondaryprotons and neutrons are ignored.

The datapresented in Figure 2 show that the Lockheed results agree with
the Alsmiller, et al., calculations for shield thicknesses greater than 20
grams per square centimeter. Above 70grams per square centimeter, the
Lockheedcurve changesslope, reflecting the contributions due to cascade
nucleons. It is significant that the dose at the larger thicknesses of alumi-
num is primarily due to gamma rays generatedby low energy protons in the
first centimeter of shielding. This fact indicates that proton experiments
below 50Mev wouldbe of great value in confirming secondary gamma ray
dose calculations for the relatively soft proton spectrum of most flares.

At small shield thicknesses, the Lockheed results are appreciably higher
than thoseof Alsmiller, et al. A portion of the discrepancy may be due to
the gamma ray transport calculation. Alsmiller, et al., usedthe straight-
aheadapproximation which assumes that only those protons entering the
shield along the normal contribute to the dose at the center of the spherical
shell shield. A secondpossibility is that the low energy gamma ray yields
may be larger in the Lockheed calculation, leading to a higher dose estimate
near the entry face of the shield. A third possible explanation of the dis-
crepancy may be in the choice of thickness mesh size near the entry face.
In the Lockheedcalculation, a mesh size of 0.1 was required in the first
0.5 grams per square centimeter of aluminum to yield an accurate dose
estimate. The mesh size would be less important if the low energy portion
of the gammaray spectrum were small or if a hard proton spectrum were
analyzed.

Both the AlsmiUer results and the Lockheed results are generally much
lower than the doseestimates of Madey, et al. The difference is thought to
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be due to two factors. First, Madey et al. assumed the gamma ray yield

per unit proton flux is constant from the Coulomb barrier energy to 50 Mev.

This procedure probably overestimates the gamma ray yield for protons

whose energy is between 4 and 12 Mev. Second, the Lockheed gamma ray

spectrum has less low energy photons than the 14 Mev proton data indicate. 46

If this difference is the same at other bombarding energies, the Lockheed

dose results may be low by a factor of two.

Figure 3 shows a second comparison with the results of Alsmiller et al.

this case the disagreement is only a factor of two at small thicknesses,

perhaps due to the use of a harder spectrum.

In

The importance of gamma ray secondaries compared to other dose components

may be seen in Figures 4 through 9. Doses are plotted for carbon, aluminum,

and iron shields for the Freden-White spectrum and for an imaginary

envelope solar flare. 51
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2. PARAMETRIC STUDY OF PROTON PENETRATION CODE

The dose rate, D(TOT), calculated by LPPC is extremely sensitive to the

incident proton spectrum shape. This is indicated by the data displayed in

Figure 10; the dose rate is plotted versus B, the parameter in the power law
spectrum AE -B, for four shield thicknesses. The coefficient A is determined

such that

CO

A/
10(Mev)

E -BdE= 1.0x 108

that is, the integral flux is constant over the range of B. The shield

material used for this presentation is aluminum, and the receiver is water.

To determine the effect of the energy table mesh size on the LPPC

calculations, an extensive program of varying the step size within each

energy group and varying the sizes of the four energy groups in the table

was performed. Fine mesh steps for the low energies in the table and

coarse mesh steps for the high energies were found to be most suitable. A

satisfactory arrangement is 1 Mev steps from the minimum energy to 20 Mev,

2 Mev steps from 20 Mev to 50 Mev, 10 Mev steps from 50 Mev to 300 Mev,

and 50 Mev steps from 300 Mev to the maximum energy. This arrangement

provides a relatively short energy table, which results in shorter times on

the computer. A finer mesh does not improve the LPPC calculations to an

appreciable degree.

The effect of the step size used in stepping through the shield material is

indicated in Tables A and B. The incident proton spectrum is the "imaginary

flare enevelope" with isotropic distribution; 51 the isotropic incidence is used

because the calculations are most sensitive to step size in this mode. The

maximum percent difference in the total dose rate is less than 1.2 percent,

and the maximum percent different in the total proton number flux is less

than 1.1 percent. Hence, the LPPC calculations are not very sensitive to

step sizes between 1 and 10 gm/cm 2 in thickness.

Table C indicates the effect on the total dose rate, of step size through an

extremely thick cesium shield. It is to be noted that the percent difference

remains less than 10% for shields up to 300 gms/cm 2 in thickness.

Apparently, large step sizes tend to underestimate the dose rate for shields

15
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less than 30 gm/cm 2 thick and overestimate the dose rate for shields greater
than 30 gm/cm 2 thick.

TABLE A

TOTAL DOSE RATE - ALUMINUM

/k_ 1.0 gm/cm 2 2.0 gm/cm 2 5.0 gm/cm 2 10.0 gm/cm 2

0.0 gm/cm 2

0.5

2.0

4.0

10.0

20.0

30.0

3.30 x 104

1.20 x 104

1.20 x 103

3.95 x 102

9.38 x 101

3.44 x 101

1.97 x 101

3.30 x 104

1.20 x 104

1.20 x 103

3.91 x 102

9.30 x 101

3.43 x 101

1.97 x 101

3.30 x 104

1.20 x 104

1.20 x 103

3.91 x 102

9.29 x 101

3.43 x 101

1.98 x 101

3.30 x 104

1.20 x 104

1.20 x 103

3.91 x 102

9.27 x 101

3.42 x 101

1.98 x 101

TABLE B

TOTAL PROTON NUMBER FLUX - ALUMINUM

1.0 gm/cm 2 2.0 gm/cm 2 5.0 gm/cm 2 10.0 gm/cm 2

0.0 gm/cm 2

0.5

2.0

4.0

10.0

20.0

30.0

1.58 x 107

4.26 x 106

8.12 x 105

3.55 x 105

1.14 x 105

4.68 x 104

2.68 x 104

1.58 x 107

4.26 x 106

8.09 x 105

3.51 x 105

1.13 x 105

4.63 x 104

2.66 x 104

1.58 x 107

4.26 x 106

8.09 x 105

3.51 x 105

1.13 x 105

4.63 x 104

2.66 x 104

1.58 x 107

4.26 x 106

8.09 x 105

3.51 x 105

1.13 x 105

4.63 x 104

2.67 x 104

17



TABLE C

TOTAL DOSE RATE - CESIUM

20.0 gm/cm 2

40.0

60.0

80.0

100.0

200.0

300.0

5.0 gm/cm 2

54.0

16.8

8.57

5.36

3.75

1.19

0.56

2
20.0 gm/cm

53.3

16.8

8.64

5.40

3.86

1.27

0.61

% Difference

-1.3

0.0

0.82

1.9

2.9

6.7

8.9

18



3. PROTON PENETRATION CODE (LPPC)

CODE DESCRIPTION

The Lockheed Proton Penetration Code (LPPC) is an IBM-7094 program

which calculates primary and secondary doses behind multistrata slab

shields due to an incident proton flux. A number of options are available to

treat diverse proton angular and energy distributions and to provide several

types of output data. Early versions of this code have been reported in

several previous reports. 5, 6, 38

Incident Flux

The incident proton flux may be monodirectional or isotropic. The

monodirectional flux option treats protons impinging on a slab shield at an

arbitrary angle. The isotropic flux option considers isotropic protons

incident on a slab shield and applies a transformation to convert to a spheri-

cal shell shield. The slab doses are available as intermediate output, if
desired.

The energy spectrum of the initial protons is specified as the number flux,

differential in energy, or as monoenergetic. Spectrum option 1 computes

the spectrum from the power law given in Equation 3-1.

_(E) = A • E -B (3-i)

A and B are input constants and E is the energy in Mev. Spectrum option 2

computes the spectrum from an exponential form given in Equation 3-2.

_)(E) = A ' Exp(-E/B) (3-2)

Low and high energy cutoffs may be applied to spectrum options 1 and 2.

Spectrum option 3 causes the code to read a table of the number flux, dif-

ferential in energy, versus energy. A parabolic interpolation routine

automatically computes the flux at the energy mesh points used in the calcu-

lation. Spectrum option 4 treats a monoenergetic proton flux.

Shield Composition

The shield is composed of one to ten homogeneous strata. A stratum may

contain a single element, compound, or mixture. Each stratum may be

subdivided into a number of layers. The layer size defines the thickness

mesh used in solving the transport equations. The total number of layers in

a shield may be as large as one hundred.

19



The nuclear and atomic parameters required for each material are stored

on a library tape. At present, the library contains data for the nine

elements and five compounds listed in Table D.

TABLE D

MATERIALS CONTAINED IN THE LPPC LIBRARY

Number

1

4

6

7

8

13

26

55

74

201

202

203

204

221

Material

Hydrogen

Beryllium

Carbon

Nitrogen

Oxygen

Aluminum

Iron

Cesium

Tungsten

Water

Hydrogen Peroxide

Polyethylene

Hydrazine

Tissue

Dose Components

Dose components are computed for zero shield thickness and after each

layer. These doses include primary proton dose, cascade proton dose,

cascade neutron dose, and evaporation neutron dose. In addition, gamma

2O
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ray source terms as a function of energy and depth may be calculated and

output on punched cards. These data may be used in conjunction with

program MSGAM (Section 5.) to obtain gamma ray dose as a function of
shield thickness.

Radiation Transport

The computational model applies to a beam of protons incident on a slab

shield. Isotropic flux is approximated by taking eleven beams at equal

intervals in the cosine of the incident angle and performing a numerical

integration over solid angle. The calculation proceeds by treating in sequence

the penetration of radiation through successive shielding layers, each of

which is of thickness substantially smaller than the mean free path for

nuclear collisions. Given the absolute energy spectrum of nucleons incident

on the first layer, the spectra of emerging nucleons are calculated on the

basis of the ionization energy losses and nuclear collisions within the layer.

These spectra are then taken to represent the spectra of protons and neutrons

incident on the second layer, and the calculations are repeated until the

desired range of shield thicknesses has been covered.

Inelastic nuclear collisions within a layer remove nucleons from the beam

but may produce secondary nucleons which must be considered. These

collisions are treated in accordance with the direct interaction model first

proposed by Serber. 39 The nuclear reaction proceeds in two stages. In

the first stage, the bombarding nucleon makes collisions with individual

nucleons; and these in turn have further collisions within the nucleus, thus

generating a cascade of nucleons. Since the energies of the bombarding

particle and the first few nucleons involved in the cascade are large

compared to the binding energy of a nucleon, this stage of the reaction may
be considered to consist of collisions between free nucleons. The Pauli

exclusion principle should be taken into account in that collisions that would

lead to nucleons in otherwise occupied states are forbidden. Energies of

the first few particles involved in the cascade are typically large enough so

that these emerge from the nucleus. After a few collisions, however, the

energies of the remaining nucleons involved in the cascade are reduced

below that necessary for escape. At the end of the cascade stage, a residual

nucleus remains, usually in a highly excited state. Further particle emis-

sion can then follow by the comparatively slower second stage of the

reaction, the evaporation process.

The generation of secondary nucleons within the shield presents a complex

shielding problem because of the energy and angular distribution of these

particles. An approximate computational method has been devised on the

21



basis of the simplifying assumtpion that the high energy neutrons and
protons resulting from the initial stage of the nuclear reaction are emitted
in the direction of the incident nucleon giving rise to the reaction. An energy
distribution of these straight-ahead nucleons is derived from the Metropolis
data. 31,32 The more nearly isotropic evaporation nucleons are treated in a
separate calculation.

The spectrum of primary and cascadenucleons is calculated after each
layer by evaluating the solution to a pair of coupled, integro-differential
equations, represented by Equations 3-3 and 3-4.

c)Cp(E, X)
c)X +

O [Op(E,X). S(E)]

a

7..p(X)• Op(E, X) =

+ Opp(E, X) + (_Np(E, X)

(3-3)

ON(E, X)

C)X + _:N(E) • %(E,X) = OpN(E,X) + ONN(E,X) (3-4)

Op(E, X) =

ON(E, N) =

E=

X=

7.p(E) _..N(E)=

S(E)-

OAB(E, X) =

primary plus secondary proton differential energy flux. The

code actually treats each component separately.

cascade neutron flux.

energy.

position in shield.

inelastic cross section for protons (neutrons).

dE
dX ' proton stopping power.

cascade production term, or particles of type B produced by

particles of type A in the shield layer.

Solutions to Equations 3-3 and 3-4 are given by Equations 3-5 and 3-6.

Op(E,X+ AX)= Op(E',X) S(E_ Exp[-y(E') + y(E_
S(E)

+ Opp(E,X) + ONp(E,X)

(3-5)
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!

!
I _N,EX+_X_%,EX)Exp[_N,E)_]

+ %N(E, N) + _)NN(E,X)

(3-6)

where AX = layer thickness, and E' is defined in terms of the range, R(E).

R(E') = R(E) + AX (3-7)

The terms in the exponent of Equation 3-5 are defined in Equation 3-8.

/ _.p(E")y(E)= S(E") dE" (3-8)

The productionterms,(_AB(E , X), are given in Equations 3-9 through 3-12.

_)pp(E,X+ AX)=

I ] (3-9)

X+ AX (X) S(Es) dx

xf _,f %(El, x)" _.p(El)-rpp(Ei, Es)dE I S(EI----_

_)Np(E,X + AX) =

xf ES _)N(EI, x) • EN(EI). rNp(EI, Es)dE S(EI----_S(ES)dx

CI_pN(E, X + tx) =

x+ Ax

xf IEr Cp(EI' x) • 7..p(Ei) • rpN(E I, Es)dEII
dx

(3-11)

CI)NN(E, X + 6) =

x7 Ef _SN(EI, x)" _N(EI) • TNN(EI, Es)dE I dx
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where E I =

E S =

rAB(E I, E S) =

energy of incident particle suffering an inelastic

collision atx, X <- x <- X+ AX

energy of secondary particles emerging from inelastic
collision

number of secondary particles of type B per unit energy

at E S resulting from the inelastic collision of a particle

of type A with energy E I.

The reduction of Equations 3-9 through 3-12 to a more tractable form is

explained in an earlier report. 6 The assumptions used inthe derivation are

listed below.

• The flux of particles available for producing inelastic collisions

is unaffected by nuclear collisions within the layer.

• The flux of cascade particles generated throughout a layer is not

attenuated by nuclear collisions. Layer thickness is generally a

few percent of the inelastic mean free path inside the layer and

does not produce additional cascade particles within the layer.

• The cascade nucleon sources are distributed realistically through

the layer.

• The effect of energy losses due to ionization within the layer is

taken into account, both for proton initiated reactions and for

cascade protons produced in the layer.

• The effect of nuclear attenuation and ionization losses is

considered in attenuating particles which are incident on the

layer.

• Finally, it is assumed that the cascade nucleon production

function is separable as in Equation 3-13.

rAB(E I, E S) = FAB(EI) • GAB(ES) (3-13)

The final form of Equations 3-9 through 3-12 is given below.

E'

) 1 f_)pp(E,X + AX) = Rpp(E S(E) E Fpp(Es)dEs
(3-14)
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E

Rpp(E')= f maXGpp(EI) (_p(EI, X ) _p(Ei)dE S
E

(3-15)

m !

+ Xx,-1 f
' S(E) E RNp(Es)FNp(Es)dEs

(3-16)

E

RNp(Es) = f max GNp(EI) CI_N(EI'X) Y'N(EI)dEI

E S

(3-17)

E
max (3-18)

%N(E,X+ AX)= FpN(E ) f GpN(EI)RpN(EI, X) %(EI)dEI
E

E l

i/RpN(EI, X) - S(EI)E
(_p(E ", X)dE" (3-19)

E
max (3-20)

(_NN(E, X + AX) = AX FNN(E ) f GNN(EI) • CI)N(E I, X) • _..N(EI)dE I
E

The code proceeds step by step through the shield, calculating the energy

spectra of primary protons and cascade protons and neutrons after each

layer. The energy mesh may cDntain up to 250 points divided into four

ranges with constant energy spacing within each range. The shield may

contain up to 100 layers divided into ten or fewer homogeneous strata.

The monoenergetic spectrum case is treated in a straightforward manner by

adding a single term to Equations 3-3 and 3-4 to account for secondaries

produced by the monoenergetic beam. The monoenergetic option is exact in

the sense that a true line spectrum is used for primary protons while a

continuous spectrum is used for cascade secondaries. Further details may
be obtained from an earlier report. 38
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Evaporation Neutron Dose

Protons and neutrons incident on a layer may suffer inelastic collisions with
the shield nuclei. The treatment of cascadenucleons ejected in the first
stage of the de-excitation process has beendescribed in the preceding section.
The residual nucleus is left in a highly excited state and more particles may
be emitted. Since these evaporation particles possess relatively little energy,
chargednucleons are stoppedquickly. However, the evaporation neutrons
may increase the transmitted dose significantly for shields of moderate to
large thickness.

The energy spectrum of the evaporation neutrons is continuous with an upper
boundof 10 to 20 Mev. The data15,16,21,26, 27,28 available indicate that
the spectrum peaks below one Mev and resembles the fission spectrum
within experimental error.

The evaporation neutron source term as a function of shield thickness is
computedaccording to Equation 3-21.

E

dX f max  p(E,X ) Yp(E)dESev(X)dX- c_s_- _:p(E)
0

E

dX f max+ -- CI:_N(E, X) _..N(E) YN(E)dECOS
0

(3-21)

where
Sev(X) =

%(E,X), _N(E,X) =

%(E), _-N(E)=

Yp(E), YN(E)=

8=

evaporation neutron source density at X,

(n/gm-sec)

total proton (neutron) number flux, differential

in energy, at X, (particles/cm2-sec-Mev)

inelastic cross section for protons (neutrons),

(cm2/gm)

average isotropic evaporation neutron yield per

inelastic collision

angle of incidence.

If the incident proton flux is isotropic, the evaporation neutron source term

is computed according to Equation 3-22.
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E

Sev(X)dX = dX 2 "rrJ0 cos @ (E, X, 8 ) cos 8 • _.I_E) Yp(E)

+ _)N(E,X, 8) cos0 _.N(E) YN(E)]dE (3-22)

where the explicit flux angular distribution is considered.

The evaporation neutron dose, Dev(X), at shield thickness X is given by

Equation 23.

X

Dev(X ) = J T(X - X') Sev (X') dX' (3-23)

where T(X - X') is the dose transmission function for neutrons emitted

isotropically from a plane source at X' to the exit surface at X. Both the

dose transmission function and the source function are assumed to vary

exponentially within each layer. With this approximation, Equation 3-24

may be integrated analytically to yield the dose after m layers.

oev(xii
m LFT(Xm- Xi)Sev(Xi)- T(Xm- Xi-1)Sev(Xi-l_'J

Y. Ax i 2 ........i=l - Xi)Sev(Xi) / T(Xm - Xi-l)Sev(Xi-i )]

In the case where the denominator vanishes for, say the jth term, the dose

contribution becomes

ADev(X, Xj_ 1 to Xj) = AX.j T(X - Xj) Sev(Xj) (3-25)

The quantity stillto be determined is the dose transmission function,

T(X - X'). Even with the assumption that evaporation neutrons are emitted

isotropically with a fission spectrum, the transmission function is difficult

to evaluate. Moments method data 14, 18 are available for a few elements

and compounds. However, these data apply to an infinite homogeneous

medium so that material changes and boundaries are not taken into account

properly. Monte Carlo data 2, 3, 4, 10,29 are available for a few elements

and compounds; but, again, data are not available for material changes and

the particular boundary conditions of interest. Further, the incorporation

of a neutron Monte Carlo penetration computation into the code would be

quite prohibitative from the standpoint of computer time.

(3-24)
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The neutron attenuation scheme incorporated into the proton penetration

code is a point kernel approach based upon experimental removal cross

sections for non-hydrogenous materials proposed by Albert and Welton. 1

Certain constants in the equations are adjusted to normalize to moments

method data for light elements and water and to Monte Carlo data for iron

and other heavy elements.

The evaporation neutron dose transmission function is given in E_luation
3-26:

1 _ G(X - X', 0 ) d(cos 0)
W(X - X') ---_ cos e

d
(3-26)

where G(X -X', 8) represents the material attenuation kernel.

non-hydrogenpus shields:

G(X-X', 8)= CoExp(- _ K.1Siri )
i

where C = 1.5 x 10 -5 rad/hr per n/cm2-sec
o

i = layer number describing layers between X' and X

For

(3-27)

K. = 1 for elements with atomic number 2 through 6
1

S. = removal cross section for the i th layer (cm2/gm)
1

r. = slant penetration distance in the ith layer (gm/cm2).
1

The values of K i are chosen to improve the fit to moments method data for

beryllium and carbon and to Monte Carlo data for iron.

For hydrogenous shields:

li_ ri / C2Q(x-x,,e)= c1 Hi
J

where C 1 = 8.86 10 -5

C2 =

C 3 =

C4 =

H. =
1

Exp Hi ri IC41

(3-28)

• Exp(-_ Siri)
i

0.29

0.83

0.58

hydrogen density in layer i relative to the hydrogen density in

water
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P. = density of the material in layer i (gm/cm3).1

The intermediate case, where some layers contain hydrogen and some do not

creates a special problem. This case is treated somewhat arbitrarily as

follows. The material attenuation kernel is approximated by Equation 3-28

with the value of Sj replaced by LjSj. The quantity Lj equals Kj if no
hydrogenous material follows layer j. However, if hydrogenous layers

follow layer j, the value of Lj is chosen according to the recipe:

L.=I. for K. = 1
J J

(i xL. = 0.5+

J \i=j+l
H__ri.l/5 (3-29)

or 1., whichever is less, for K. = 0.5
]

The above procedure assumes that the equivalent of six inches of water will

reestablish the water equilibrium fast neutron spectrum.

The methods described above enable the code to treat attenuation of

evaporation neutrons in non-hydrogenous and hydrogenous shields or in

multistrata shields of arbitrary composition. Further experimental and

theoretical work is required to test the validity of the attenuation calculation

and to examine the variation in evaporation neutron spectra as a function of

atomic number and bombarding energy.

Cascade Gamma Ray Source

Protons and neutrons incident on a layer may suffer inelastic collisions with

the shield nuclei. The treatment of cascade nucleons and evaporation

nucleons which are ejected in the first two phases of the de-excitation

process has been described in preceding sections. Gamma rays are emitted

in competition with the evaporation phase and are the dominant decay mode

when residual excitation energy falls below the nucleon emission threshold.

Evaluation of the gamma ray source distribution in the shield is described

below. The evaluation of gamma ray dose is relegated to a separate

program, MSGAM.

The model used in calculating cascade gamma ray spectra is detailed in the

description of the LIGHT program. The method develops a discrete spec-

trum arising from transitions between discrete excited states, and a

continuum spectrum arising from transitions originating in the continuum of

excited states. The discrete spectrum is assumed independent of bombarding

energy except that the gamma ray energy must be smaller than the

bombarding energy. The discrete gamma ray yield which is generated at a

layer interface is given by Equation 3-30.
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PD(EGi, X) -- G3(EGi )

E

max . + (_). dEf x/)
E
Gi (3-30)

where
PD(EGi) = number of discrete photons per gram-sec at

energy EGi and at position X

G3(EGi ) = number of discrete photons at energy EGi per
inelastic collision

• p(E, X), _)N(E, X)

_.p(E), EN(E )

= total proton (neutron) number flux, differential

in energy, at position X

= inelastic proton (neutron) cross section.

The total proton number flux at energy E and position X is, for the isotropic

case:

1

0
(3-31)

where the factor of 2 is due to the transformation from the slab to the

spherical shield. For monodirectional beams:

Similar equations define the total neutron number flux.

The continuum gamma ray yield is obtained in a somewhat different way.

Analysis of a large quantity of data produced by program LIGHT reveals that

the continuum gamma ray yield from a single inelastic collision, YG(EG, EB)

may be represented by a product of two functions, o

YG(EG ,EB) = GI(EB) G2(E G)
(3-33)

where E G is the gamma ray energy and E B is the nucleon bombarding
energy. This separability condition permits a simple solution to the

continuum gamma ray source equation.
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E*

Pc(EGi'X)=EGi f Gi+l G2(E )
E

-- dE •

100

f
EGi

[(_,(EB, X) _.p(EB)

(3-34)

+ (_(EB,X) F_N(EB) ] GI(EB)dE B

The first integral in Equation 3-34 reduces the photon spectrum, which is

differential in energy, to a line spectrum similar to the discrete spectrum.

The discrete energies and the continuum range boundaries are given below.

EGi=I, 2, 3, . . . 9, 10

EGi= 0, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, . . . 8.5, 9.5, 50

The proton penetration code computes and sums the discrete and continuum

gamma ray spectra and, upon request, outputs the data on punched cards.

This output consists of ten source terms, one per energy, at the entrance

and exit faces and at each layer interface. The units of each source are

photons per gram-second.

INPUT DATA PREPARATION

LPPC is a set of subroutines linked by an editor. Input will be divided

among the routines; there are 3 routines that require input: (i) the editor,

MNGR90, (2) the library routine, PPCLIB, and (3) the execution routine,
EXE.

Input to MNGR90

There are eight cards that may be interpreted by MNGR90. Seven are
macro-instructions to control flow of data between various routines in the

system and the eighth is a comment card.

The card form is $ in column 1 and an instruction beginning in column 7.

Comments may begin in any column in the comment card, other than

column 1.

The instructions and their functions are:

1. WRITE LIBRARY - PPCLIB is instructed to read library data from

cards and prepare a library tape.
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2. EDIT LIBRARY - PPCLIB is instructed to updatethe library tape by
replacing old data and/or inserting new data from cards.

3. EXECUTE - EXE is instructed to perform a shield calculation.

4. PRINT LIBRARY - PPCLIB is instructed to print the contents of the
library tape on the off-line printer.

5. EXIT - MNGR90will relinquish control to MONITOR after completion of
current group of macro-instructions.

6. DUMP - MNGR90will, after completion of current group of macro-
instructions, dump_thecontents of the core and then relinquish control
to MONITOR.

7. TAPE (XXXXXX) - MNGR90notes that the tape is stored or is to be
stored in a tapebin whosename is XXXXXX.

8. Commentcard.

Input to PPCLIB

PPCLIB has three entry points, LIB, EDT, and PRT. PRT is the entry for
printing the contents of the library and requires no input cards. LIB and
EDT are the write and edit entries respectively and require an A type card
described below.

See Figure 11 for illustration of A type and associated cards.

IATNUM is the number assigned to the material for recognition.

NEVAL is the number of entries in the EI, SI, RI table. Note that exactly
NEVAL cards must follow the A card. NEVAL must be 60or less.

RHOis the density of the material, TC is its removal cross section and HP
is the hydrogendensity in the material divided by the hydrogen density in
water.

EI, SI, and RI are energy mesh points, -stoppingpowers at the mesh points,
and ranges at the mesh points. The KPP card follows the last EI card. The
quantities are developedby program NCON.

NGV is the number of meshpoints at which the production constants for
secondaryparticles are tabulated. NGV is 20 or less.

Exactly NGV cards must follow the NGV card.

EEGV is the energy at the mesh point. The four G's are provided by NCON.
TSCV is the inelastic mean free path; P and N are production constants for
evaporation neutrons due to proton and neutron interactions respectively.
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NG1, NG2, and NG3 are the number of entries in the G1, G2, and G3 tables

respectively. The G1 table represents the function, GI(EB) , the G2 table

represents the function, G2(EG), and the G3 table represents the function,

G3(EGi); these three functions are described in the "Cascade Gamma Ray
Source" part of the LPPC section. G2E is the energy entry, and G1 is the

associated value of GI(EB); G2E is the energy entry, and G2 is the associated

value of G2(EG); G3E is the energy entry, and G3 is the associated value of

G3(EGi ). The entries in these three tables are determined from the output

data of program LIGHT.

Blank cards are permitted between data blocks, but none should be placed
within a data block.

Input to EXE

Five types of cards are required: An I card, an option card, an EMAX card,

a DX card, and a XMAX card. A sixth card, indicating the cosine of the

incident angle, and a seventh card or set of cards contining the desired

proton spectrum, may be required. The prerequisite for six or more cards

in a data set is the use Of the pertinent option in the option card. See

Figure 12.

1. The I card

Column 1 contains an I, and columns 2-73 are alphameric data used as

a heading.

2. The optioncard (all numbers are integers)

Columns 1-5 LDS, problem number

Columns 6-7 ISPTO; 1, 2, 3, or 4, spectrum type

Columns 8-9

Columns 10-11

1 Power law

2 Exponential law

3 Read tabulated table

4 Monoenergetic

IOUT1; 0 or 1 (nonisotropic option)

0 Do not print

1 Print spectrum between layers

IOUT2; 0 or 1

0 Do not print

1 Print input spectrum
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.

Columns 12-13

Columns 14-15

Columns 16-17

Columns 18-19

Columns 20-21

Columns 22-25

Columns 26-28

Columns 29-32

IOUT3; 0 or 1, incident angle option

0 Cosine of incident angle equals 1.

1 Cosine of incident angle to be read from data card.

ISO; 0 or 1, isotropic switch

0 Incident angle of monodirectional beam determined

by IOUT3

1 Incident proton flux is isotropic

PRTISO; 0 or 1 (isotropic option only)

0 Do not print

1 Print angular dose after each layer

PCHISO; 0 or 1 (isotropic option only)

0 Do not punch

1 Punch isotropic data

GAMS; 0 or 1, gamma source option

0 Do not punch gamma source data

1 Punch gamma source data

NR; material number of receiver

NSL; number of layers in the shield (this number must

equal the number of entries in the DX card)

NS1; material number of outermost (incident face)
material.

Columns 33-36 NS2; material number of next material.

Continue with 4-column fields until NSL NS i values are entered.

option card format is (I5, 812, I4, I3, 1014).

The EMAX card (all numbers must have a decimal point).

EMAX; maximum energy considered

EMIN; minimum energy considered

Columns 1-8

Columns 9-13

Columns 14-18

Columns 19-24

25-30

31-36

37-41

The

EMINS; minimum energy for input spectrum tabulation

EB1; )

EB2; ) These are exactly as described for the

EB3; ) spectrum converter (LSSC).

DELl;)
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Columns 42-46 DEL2;} Theseare exactly as described for the
47-51 DEL3;}

spectrum converter (LSSC}.52-56 DEL4;}

Columns 57-64 A;} Constantsfor power or exponential spectra.
65-72 B;}

4. The DX card; step sizes for stepping through the various layers.

Columns 1-7 DX1 step size in first layer

Columns 8-14 DX2 step size in second layer

Entries are continued until all desired step sizes and/or all layers are
satisfied. The DX card format is (10E7.}.

5. The XMAX card; the thickness of each layer

Columns 1-7 XMAXl, the thickness of the first layer (incident face}

Columns 8-14 XMAX2, the thickness of the secondlayer

Entries are continued until the number of entries equals NSL (i. e., the
number of entries in the DX card}. The XMAX card format is (10E7.}.

Note: The units for the entries in the DX and XMAX cards are grams per
centimeter squared.

6. The COSTcard; the cosine of the incident angle for a monodirectional
proton beam

Columns 1-7 COST

The COSTcard format is (E7. }.

7. Spectrum cards

The type of spectrum cards to be read dependson ISPTO. No cards
will be read for ISPTO = 1, 2; and EM type card will be read for

ISPTO = 4; and KFP type cards will be read for ISPTO = 3.

a. EM card (10E7.)

Columns 1-7

Columns 8-14

b. KFP cards

Card 1

Columns 1-3

EM; energy of monoenergetic input

PHIM; flux at energy EM

KFP; number of mesh points
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Columns 4-75 72 alphameric heading characters

Following cards:

Columns1-10

Columns11-20

Columns 21-30

Columns 31-40

EFP1; energy at meshpoint 1

FP1; flux at energy EFP1

EFP2; energy at mesh point 2

EP2; flux at energy EFP2 (see Figure 1).

Continue as above until KFP spectrum mesh points have been
read.

Blank cards may be usedbetweendata sets, but should not be used
within a data set, multiple data sets may be used.

StopsandError Types

LPPC has2 programmed stops

If senseswitch 2 is downat the beginning of the run, a comment to
lift senseswitch 2 will appear on the printer and the program will
halt with HPR 77776in the storage register. Lift sense switch 2
and press start.

The "Break In" stop is HPR 77777. Mount library tape on B6 and
press start. If the library tape is being mountedfor editing, a
comment to insert ring in reel will appear on the printer.

A mispuncheddata card may cause a comment to be listed off line, along
with the bad card and the format being used; the program then exits to the
I-CS record of the FORTRAN MONITORthrough subroutine NLIXIT.

An error in LIB, EDT, PRT, EXE will cause a printed diagnostic, and
execution will continue if possible. The error types are listed below:

(1, L) EOF while reading library tape

(2, L) Failure to read library tape in 10 tries

(3, L) Failure to write a legible record on the library tape in 5 tries

(4, L) Failure to erase properly

(5, L) No library input data on input tape (A2)

(0, E) EOF while reading library tape

(1, E) Error while reading receiver data

(2, E) Error wh_lereading shield data
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Error types with a tag of L denote errors while in LIB, EDT, or PRT; those

with a tag of E denote errors in EXE.

Miscellaneous Comments

A job which is overtime should be stopped by depressing sense switch 2.

Information that has been calculated will be printed. There is no restart

procedure. Since LPPC outputs to A3 by channel trapping, it is possible to

lose up to 399 lines of output if the above procedure is not followed.

The system tape is A1, input tape A2, output A3, punch tape B4, the library

tape B6. Tape B3 is used as a scratch tape by EDT.

If the above tape assignments are changed, one must not assign A3 as a new

input tape.

The present editor, MNGR90, permits multiple processing and will process

successive blocks defined by appropriate "$" cards until $ EXIT or

$ DUMP is encountered.

A $ DUMP or $ EXIT will cause a PM and/or exit when the current pass is

completed.

Tape bin locations should not be changed by subsequent $ TAPE (XXX) cards.

The procedure used by MNGR90 in routing program control is to read all

instruction cards containing a $ in column 1 until a non $ card is encountered.

MNGR90 then rearranges the instructions in logical order and initiates a

pass. If one of the instructions is an EXIT or DUMP card, all other instruc-

tions will be processed first. If no EXIT or DUMP instruction is given,

control will return to MNGR90 after current instructions are executed.

MNGR90 will then search the input tape for the next group of $ instruction

cards. If an end of file is encountered before a "$ EXIT" card, all

unprocessed macro-instructions will be processed and then control will be

passed to the MONITOR system.

OUTPUT FORMAT

With the option to print the spectrum after each layer of the shield "on":

a. The top left-hand section of the page contains Hollerith

information from the I-card.

b. The top right-hand section of the page identifies the RECEIVER

material, the SHIELD material, the LAYER from which the
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C.

spectrum is emerging, the THICKNESS of the shield up to and

including this layer, and the date.

Note: The date may or may not print properly depending on the

monitor system at the installation.

The rest of the page contains the number flux versus energy, E,

for PRIMARY proton, TOTAL proton (i. e., primary plus

cascade proton), and cascade NEUTRONS. The energy points

are determined from values given on the "EMAX card".

Note: The spectrum after each layer is obtainable only with

the normally incident flux option.

With the

a.

b.

C,

initial spectrum print option "on":

The top left-hand section of the page contains Hollerith
information from the I-card.

The top right-hand section of the page contains the words -

INPUT SPECTRUM - and the date.

The rest of the page contains the incident proton number flux,

PHI(E), versus energy, E. The energy points are determined

from values given on the "EMAX card".

With the option to print data, resulting from isotropically incident flux, after

each layer:

a. The top left-hand section of the page contains Hollerith
information from the I-card.

b. At the top right-hand side of each block of data (usually 3 to a

page, each block representing a layer) is information identi-

fying the RECEWER material, the SHIELD material, the

LAYER, and the shield THICKNESS up to and including the

layer in question.

c. Each layer is represented by a block of information containing

11 rows and 11 columns plus column headings. The column

headings are as follows:

(:) THETA

(2) FPMAX

(3) FNMAX

- The cosine of the angle between the particle

velocity vector and the slab normal.

- Total proton number flux.

- Total neutron number flux.
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(4) SEVAP

(5) PNUC

(6) NNUC

(7) PRIMARY -

(S) SECONDARY-

(9) NEUTRON -

(10) TOT. ION. -

(11) PRI + CASC -

Evaporation neutron source strength

(n/gm-sec) at the layer exit face due to

protons and neutrons travelling through the
layer in the direction THETA.

Dose rate (rad/hr) corresponding to energy

removal from the proton beam minus PRIMARY

minus SECONDARY (local deposition assump-

tion).

Dose rate (rad/hr) corresponding to energy

removal from the neutron beam minus

NEUTRON (local deposition assumption).

Dose rate (rad/hr) due to primary protons.

Dose rate (rad/hr) due to cascade protons.

Dose rate (rad/hr) due to cascade neutrons.

Dose rate (rad/hr) due to primary plus cascade

protons.

Dose rate (rad/hr) due to primary and cascade

protons plus cascade neutrons.

The data

a.

on the summary page are as follows:

The top left-hand section contains Hollerith information from the

I-card.

b. The top right-hand section identifies the RECEIVER material; the

SHIELD material(s); the number of LAYERS in each shield material;

and whether the incident flux is isotropic, in which case ISOTR is

printed, or monodirectional, in which case the cosine of the angle

is printed.

c. Directly below a. and b. is the following information:

(1) SPECT.

(2) E (MAX)

(3) E (MIN)

(4)

- Indicates incident spectrum option.

- Maximum incident particle energy (Mev).

- Minimum energy to be considered, not

necessarily minimum source energy (Mev).

EB1, EB2, EB3, DELl, DEL2, DEL3, and DEL4 are

explained in the "input data" section.
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do

(5) X(MAX) - Thickness (gm/cm 2) of each material in the

shield, and total thickness of shield.

(6) DELTA(X) - Step size (gm/cm 2) in each shield material.

(7) A - The coefficient "A" in the power law spectrum
AE -B, or the coefficient "A" in the exponential

law spectrum Ae -E/B.

(8) B - The parameter "B" in the power law spectrum or

the exponential law spectrum.

The rest of the page(s) contain 13 columns with the following

headings:

(1) LAYER - Indicates the layer exit face to which the data

pertains.

(2) X - Thickness (gm/cm 2) of the shield, up to and

including this layer.

(3) FP(MAX) - Total proton number flux.

(4) FN(MAX) - Total neutron number flux.

(5) S(EVAP) - Evaporation neutron source strength (n/gm-sec) at

the layer exit face due to proton and neutron

interactions with nuclei.

(6) PRI. ION - Dose rate (rad/hr) due to primary protons.

(7) SEC. ION - Dose rate (rad/hr) due to cascade protons.

(8) P(NUC) - Dose rate (rad/hr) corresponding to energy removal

from the proton beam minus PRI. ION minus

SEC. ION (local deposition assumption). *

(9) N(NUC) - Dose rate (rad/hr) corresponding to energy removal

from neutron beam minus D(NEUT) (local deposi-

tion assumption). *

(10) D(NEUT) - Dose rate (rad/hr) due to cascade neutrons.

(11) D(EVAP) - Dose rate (rad/hr) due to evaporation neutrons.

(12) D(TOT) - Total dose rate (rad/hr); the sum of PRI. ION, SEC.

ION, D(NEUT), and D(EVAP).

* See Page 129, Reference 38.
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- Total dose rate (rad/hr); the sum of D(TOT),

P(NUC), and N(NUC).
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I 4. INELASTIC GAMMA PRODUCTION CODE (LIGHT)

CODE DESCRIPTION

I

1

The LIGHT code estimates gamma ray spectra resulting from inelastic

nucleon-nucleus collisions. Gamma ray transitions from excited levels of

the nucleus are traced, and an estimate of gamma ray production following

direct interactions and nucleon evaporation may be made. Gamma rays due

to proton bremsstrahlung, beta ray bremsstrahlung, annihilation radiation,
and collective dipole effects are not considered.

The excited residual nucleus following inelastic scattering may decay through

a number of channels provided that sufficient energy is available. 8, 22, 33, 37

Nucleon evaporation is usuallythe dominant decay mode above the nucleon

emission threshold but exceptions have been observed. For example, the

15.1 Mev level of C 12 decays by gamma ray emission 80% of the time. 35

For excited states below the nucleon binding energy, gamma ray emission

generally proceeds much faster than beta ray emission or internal
conversion.

A complete calculation of gamma ray de-excitation should consider the

different nuclei possible following direct or knock-on processes. Each

residual nucleus would then be traced through the cascade and evaporation

stage until a stable configuration is achieved. It is possible to do such a

calculation by Monte Carlo methods, but the lack of nuclear level data and

the effort required militate against this detailed procedure at the present
time.

The present calculation is based upon a simple statistical model of the

nucleus supplemented by knowledge of the low-lying nuclear levels. The

method is based upon the work of Troubetzkoy. 44

Level Density

The level distribution of the target nucleus is shown in Figure 1. Discrete

levels are taken from the Nuclear Data Sheets. 35 In the continuum, the

level density is taken from Bethe's equation, 4-1, with constants derived

from the fit of Varshni. 45

1 (AE)-2 Exp[2(_AE) 1/2] (4-1)
p(E) = -_
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where p(E) = level density

A = mass number

E = excitation energy

= 0.1023

0.03583 for even A, odd Z
P = 0.07630 for odd A

0.2592 for even A, even Z

Transition Probability

A highly excited nucleus may decay through a series of electric and/or

magnetic multipole transitions. Theoretical arguments 8 indicate that low

order multipole transitions are fa_vored over the next higher one by factors

ranging from 103 to 106 although smaller factors are observed. Similarly,

electric transitions are favored over magnetic transitions of the same

multipole order except for parity unfavored cases. These trends, together

with a desire for simplicity, lead to a choice of electric dipole-type transi-
tions in the model.

The assumption of electric dipole transitions leads to the following transition

probabilities:

SI(E, E') = fI(E)(E - E')3 p(E')

S2(E ,El) = f2(E)(E - El)3 (4-2)

S3(E j, E i) = f3(Ej)(Ej - El)3

where S(E, E') = radiative transition probability from a state at E to a state

between E' and E' + dE'

f(E) = normalization factor

E = energy of initial state in the continuum

E' = energy of final state in the continuum

E. ----energy of initial state in the discrete region
}

E. = energy of final state in the discrete region.
1
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The subscript 1 refers to transitions within the continuum; 2, to transitions
from the continuum to discrete levels; and 3, to transitions betweendiscrete
levels.

The normalizing factors are given by:

fl(E) = n

(E - Si)3
i=0

F), (E)

F(E)

fE p(E')(E - E')dE'

E
C

where

f2(E) = fl(E)

1

f3(Ej ) = j-1

i=O

r_.(E) = radiative level width

FiE) = total level width

- Ei)3

I-'_,(Ei!

F(Ej)

(4-3)

E = lowest energy in the continuum.
C

Level Population

The initial level population, R°(E), is defined as the probability that a level

will be occupied immediately as a result of the inelastic collision. According

to the statistical model, R°(E) is given by Equation 4-4.

E E (EE)R°(E) = N m Exp m
- T 2 T (4-4)

where

E
m

T = , N = normalizing factor

2_AE - 2
m

E = nucleon bombarding energy.
m

The total level population is defined as the probability that a level will be

occupied either by the initial excitation or by transitions from higher levels.
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This probability may be expressed as an integral equation, Equation 4-5, for
levels in the continuum. The subscript c designates continuum values.

R (E)= R:(E)+
C

E

/m
E

Rc(E')SI(E' ,E)dE'
(4-5)

Equation 4-5 may be solved by use of the variable substitution defined in

Equation 4-6.

Rc(E ) - R:(E)
_](E) = (4-6)

p(E)

Equation 4-5 becomes, after substitution:

E
m

p(E) _](E) = f Rc(E')fI(E')(E' - E)3 p(E)dE' (4-7)
E

Differentiating four times with respect to E yields:

O

_,'"'(E)= 6fl(E) p(E) q/(E)+ 6fI(E)Rc(E ) (4-8)

Equation 4-8 is solved by numerical integration using the boundary conditions:

q/"'(Em)= _]"(Em)= _'(Em)= _](Em)= 0

Once Equation 4-8 is solved, the level population in the continuum is found

from relation 4-6.

The level population in the discrete region is found from Equation 4-9. The

subscript D designates values in the discrete region.

0

RD(Ei) = RD(Ei) +

E

n fmRD(Ej)S3(E j, E i) + Rc(E')S2(E', El)dE'
j=i+ 1 E c (4-9)

The first term in Equation 4-9 represents initial excitation; the second term_

transitions from higher discrete levels; the third term, transitions from the

continuum.

Gamma Ray Spectrum

Given the level density, level population, and transition probabilities,

possible to compute the resulting gamma ray spectrum.

it is
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A discrete spectrum is obtained by computing transitions between discrete

levels as in Equation 4-10.

PD(Ej - Ei) = RD(Ej)S3(Ej, Ei) , E.j > Ei photons (4-10}

Since 50 excited states are permitted by the dimensions in LIGHT, a

maximum of (50/2)(50 + 1) or 1275 discrete transitions may be calculated.

The largest number of discrete excited states considered to date is 36 for

aluminum, leading to 666 lines. The LIGHT program sums these transitions

into 10 energy groups ranging from 1 to 10 Mev. The number flux is

corrected to insure energy conservation in the summing process.

A continuous gamma ray spectrum is obtained by computing transitions

within the continuum and from the continuum to discrete states, as shown in

Equation 4-11.

E

fm
PS(Ey ) =

E +E
c y

Rc(E)SI(E, E - Ey )dE

(4-Ii)

+

n

_. Rc(E i+ Ey)S2(E i+ E
i=O _"

, El) photons/Mev

The continuous gamma ray spectrum may be integrated over small energy

ranges to yield a line spectrum similar to the discrete gamma ray spectrum.

Gamma Ray Emission Following Evaporation and Direct Processes

For excitation energies well above the nucleon binding energy, the radiative

width falls to a small fraction of the total level width. 8, 11, 33, 43 The great

majority of decays from these levels proceed by evaporation of a nucleon or

cluster of nucleons. In general, the residual nucleus is still in an excited

state and may decay via gamma ray transitions. The present model discon-

tinues the cascade following particle emission so that the additional

contribution is not computed.

Gamma ray production following nucleon evaporation is crudely estimated in

the following way. The LIGHT code is run at energies near the nucleon

emission threshold where discrete gamma ray transitions are the dominant

decay mode. The intensity distribution of these discrete gamma rays is

assumed to be valid for neighboring excited nuclei which are the products of

nucleon evaporation. At higher bombarding energies, the discrete transition

spectrum decreases due to the small _),./I _ ratio, but the above assumption
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partially compensatesfor the loss. No attempt is made to compute
transitions in the continuum after nucleon evaporation becauseof their minor
importance.

Gammaray production following knock-on processes, in which several
nucleonsmay be ejected, and nucleon capture are treated in a similar way.
The residual nucleus is generally left in an excited state. It may decay by
evaporation of nucleons or by competitive gamma ray emission. Again, the
gamma rays emitted by the highly excited nucleus are ignored following
knock-on processes, and the gamma ray spectrum emitted after the evapora-
tion phaseis completed is assumedto resemble that of the parent nucleus.

These approximations are illustrated in Figure 13. The dash-dot lines
represent, from left to right, a knock-on reaction with two nucleons
emerging, an inelastic scatter with one nucleon emerging, and a capture
reaction. The solid vertical arrows represent gamma ray cascades. The
dashedvertical arrows for nuclei A - 1 and A + 1 represent gamma rays not
accountedfor in the calculation. The solid vertical arrows for these same
nuclei are assumedto be identical with the solid vertical arrows associated
with nucleus A which are below the nucleon binding energy.

A sample of the LIGHT coderesults for aluminum is given in Table E and
Figure 14. Table E presents the discrete gamma ray spectrum per inelastic
collision for 10 Mev protons onaluminum. The spectrum shownis reduced
from 666discrete lines. Figure 14 illustrates the continuous gamma ray
spectrum per inelastic collision as a function of bombarding energy.

TABLE E

DISCRETEGAMMA RAY SPECTRUM

Energy (Mev) Photons

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0. 506
0o163
0.208
0.230
0.244
0.209
0.092
0. 047
0.033
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GLOSSARY OF INPUT DATA TERMS

IK - An integer indicating the number of different nuclei to be
bombarded.

AT(K) - The atomic mass number of the k th nucleus.

FMU(K) - A constant of the level density formula (p. = 0.1023 for all nuclei).

CP(K) - A coefficient of the level density formula for the k th nucleus. 45

-2
= 3.583 x 10 for odd nuclei

-2
= 7.630 x 10 for odd-mass nuclei

-1
= 2.592 x 10 for even nuclei

HD - Hollerith information (e. g., to identify the nucleus being

"bombarded").

NI - An integer indicating the number of discrete energy levels to be

read. (Ground state is a level of zero energy and must be

counted. )

EI(I) - The energy of the ith level. All levels are of non-negative energy

and must be in an increasing sequence with the ground state first.

(Mev)

NJ

EJ(1)

G(_

EC

- An integer indicating the number of entries in the _./ I_T-table.

- The i th energy at which the ith F),./ _T is tabulated. (Mev)

- The i th F_./ _T"

- The greatest lower bound energy of the level density continuum.

(Mev)

EM - The proton bombarding energy. (Mev)

DEI - The step size to be used in the numerical solution of the

differential equation. DEI _ (Era - Ec)/1000"
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INPUT DATA PREPARATION

Card Type i - Columns 1-5 contain an integer, IK. This number must be

right adjusted in the l-field. This integer must equal the

number of cards Type 2 that follow.

Card Type 2 - Columns i-i0, the atomic mass number; columns 11-20, the

constant FMU(K); columns 21-30, the coefficient CP(K).

The format for card Types 1 and 2 is (15/(3E10.)).

The following card types are read in a "DO LOOP" ranging over the number,

IK, of nuclei.

Card Type 3 - 72 columns of the Hollerith information to identify the nucleus

being investigated. FORMAT (12A6).

Card Type 4 - Columns 1-5 contain an integer, NI. This number must be

right adjusted in the I-field. This integer must equal the

number of discrete energy levels of the nucleus.

Card Type 5 - Eight fields of nine columns each, containing the energy,

EI(1) (Mev), of each energy level of the nucleus. Cards Type
5 are continued until the number of levels indicated in card

Type 4 has been satisfied.

The format for card types 4 and 5 is (I5/(8E9.)).

Card Type 6 -

Card Type 7 -

Columns 1-5 contain an integer, NJ. This number must be

right adjusted in the I-field. This integer must equal the

number of entries in the r_./ rT table.

Eight fields of nine columns each; the 1st, 3rd, 5th, and 7th

fields contain the energies, EG(I) (Mev); the 2nd, 4th, 6th

and 8th fields contain the r'>./1' T ratio, G(I}, corresponding
to the preceding energy. Cards Type 7 are continued until

the number of entries indicated in card Type 6 is satisfied.

The format for card Types 6 and 7 is (I5/(8E9.)).

Card Type 8 - Columns 1-9, the value of EC for the nucleus being

considered; columns 10-18, the bombarding energy, EM;
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columns 19-27, the step size, DEI. Cards Type 8 should be
repeated for eachbombardingenergy to be considered. The
last card Type 8 for eachnucleus should be a blank card.
FORMAT (8E9.).

OUTPUT FORMAT

The information output is data from the heading card, card Type 3. Next,

the greatest lower bound energy (EC) of the continuum and the nuclear

bombarding energy (EM) are indicated. Beneath EC and EM is a tabulation

of the discrete energy levels for the nucleus being bombarded. Two columns

of data follow the energy level tabulation; the first is an energy list, and the

second is the value of the l"y/I_T ratio corresponding to the given energy.
Next, the atomic mass numbers and the parameters for the level density

function are displayed for all elements being considered on this run. On the

next page, the total number of transitions between discrete energy levels is

indicated. Then, there are four columns of tabulated data; two columns

indicate the transition energies, EGP(I}, and two columns exhibit the

number of photons, PD(I), participating in the transitions. Below this

tabulation, the continuous transition energy flux, the discrete transition

energy flux, the total continuous initial energy, and the total discrete initial

energy are displayed. On the next page, a tabulation of four columns is

presented; two columns indicate photon energy, EG(I), and two columns

indicate differential photon number flux, PS(I), with respect to energy. The

next tabulation presents an equivalent to the discrete transition photon

number flux, EFS{N), listed at integral energies, EGA(N), from one to ten

Mev and the continuous transition photon differential number flux, EIS(N), in

ten equally spaced energy intervals at the average energy, EGI(N). The last

page of output for a given nucleus and bombarding energy displays the

continuous transition photon differential number flux, PSS{L), at integral

energy, GMA(L), values.
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5. MULTI-SLAB GAMMA CODE (MSGAM)

CODE DESCRIPTION

The Lockheed Multi-Slab Gamma Code (MSGAM) estimates gamma dose

rates at the exit face of a multi-layer shield; wherein the photon sources are

generated by nucleon inelastic collisions within the shield. The photons are

transmitted from the source location to the exit face by "line-of-sight"

attenuation and appropriate build-up factors. 12

The gamma dose rate at the shield exit face is estimated by:

D(E), )= F(Ey )Ez

d. 27r 09
N 2 1

Z z f f f _(_*-x,,._.y)e -tij
2

i=1 j=l 0 0 0 4rr "3Oi" (5-1)

• B(tij, Ey )rdrdV, dx

In Equation (5-1),

N is the number of layers,

F(E),) is the energy flux-to-dose conversion factor,

E),. is the photon energy,

S(d i - xij, ET. ) is the source strength of photons with energy Ey at
the jth source point in the i th layer,

d. is the thickness of the i th layer,

1 th
x.. is the normal distance from the j

lJ to the exit face of the i th layer,

source point in the i th layer

th
p.. is the "line-of-sight" distance from the j source point in the
lJ ith layer to the exit face of the shield,

t. is the number of mean-free-paths from the jth• source point in

lj the i th layer to the exit face of the shield,

B(tij,_ Ey ) is the build-up factor pertaining to the photon transmis-
sion from the jth source point in the i th layer to the exit

face of the shield.
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The range of source points per layer is limited to two in this code in order
to make it compatible with the data obtainable from the Lockheed Proton
Penetration Code (LPPC).

N AiE F(E,)

D(E), )= _ 2a.
i=l 1

By fitting the product of the source strength, S(d i - xij, Ey ), and the build-

up, B(tij, Ey ), at two consecutive source points to an expression of the form
Ai eaix, the integrations indicated in Equation 5-1 may be performed

analytically giving rise to the general equation:

t a.d.

1 1

e El(bid i - ci)

i.D.
1 1

b.

-e

a i

a.Co

1 1

b.
1

- Elici%. ,+ e E

(5-2)

where b.1 = P'i(Ey )' the mass attenuation coefficient for the i th layer at the

energy Ey,

N

c.i= _" _k(E¥ )dk
k=i+l

CO -zt

El(Z )=_ e

J1 t
m dt

In addition to the general case, Equation 5-2, which is valid for most values

of the ai's, bi's, and ci's, there are six special cases arising from values

and relations of the ai's, bi's, and ci's:
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Case I. c.=O, a. < b.
1 1 1

N AiE_, F(E_, ) {D(E), ) = _ 2a.
i=l 1

- In

i.d.
1 1

e

Case II. c.= 0, 0 < b. < a.
1 1 1

S AiE}, F(E, ) [D(E), )= _ 2a.
i=l 1

a.d.
1 1

e El(bidi)+ in(bidi)

I a i k

I

Case HI. c.=0, a.=b.
1 1 1

+ 0.577216...

N F(E ) { a.d.D(E ,) = _ AiEY i 1
i=l 2a.1 e El(bidi ) + ln(bidi) + 0.577216 }

Case IV. c.# 0, a.=b.
1 1 1

_ A.E F(E ) { a.d.D(E),)= i )- )z e I 1
i=l 2ai

El(bidi + ci)- Ei(ci)

-c. ( b.d. + c.
1 1 1 1

+ e In
C.

1
)}

(5-3)

(5 -4)

(5-5)

(5-6)
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CaseV. c.#0, 0< b.< a.
1 1 1

D(E i aici I
N AiE), F(Ey ) a.d.11 --_-i

) = _ 2a. e El(bid i + ci)+ e ln(bidi+ ci)
i=1 1

  !kaik ai!kck] I
+ ......... ln(ci} - El(Ci}

k--1 • k ! l_0 k v

CaseVI. a.= 0
1

N AiE F(Ey. ) { E2(ci) _ E2(bidi ci)}D(ET" ) = _" 2b. +
i=1 1

(5-8)

The build-up factors used for photon dose transmission through a multi-layer

shield are calculated by one of three methods. First, the shield is considered

as being composed of one material; the attenuation and numbers of mean-free-

paths are calculated using the mass attenuation coefficients20 of the actual

materials, and the build-up is calculated using the equivalent material.

Second, the shield is considered as consisting of two layers of different

materials, the firstlayer of a "light" material and the second layer of a

"heavy" material. Third, the shield is considered as consisting of two layers

of differentmaterials, the firstlayer of a "heavy" material and the second

layer of a "light"material. For methods 2 and 3, the attenuation and

numbers of mean-free-paths are determined using the mass attenuation

coefficientsof the materials present; whereas, the build-up factors are

computed using the formulae developed by M. H. Kalos as presented by

H. Goldstein. 18 The build-up factors for single materials in all three

methods are calculated from the polynomial representations presented by

M. A. Capo. 12

The code is designed to compute the gamma dose rate emerging from the

first layer, the first two layers, the first three layers, etc. ; therefore,

there must be one "case card" for each set of layers (i. e., one case card

for the first layer, one for the first two, one for the first three, etc. ).
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The "case cards" indicate which of the above three methods is to be used to

calculate the build-up factors; that is, whether the layers under considera-

tion are to be treated as one equivalent thickness, two equivalent thicknesses,

light-heavy, or two equivalent thickness, heavy-light. Also to be indicated

in the "case card" are the number of layers in each equivalent thickness and

the material of equivalence for each equivalent thickness.

The number of layers, the thickness of each layer, and the source strength

for each photon energy at each "interface" may be determined from the

LPPC output. The step-size, DELTA (X), used in LPPC to step through the

shield determines the number of layers in the shield. The number of inter-

faces is equal to the number of layers plus one.

GLOSSARY OF INPUT DATA TERMS

NTOT - The total number of elements for which mass attenuation and

build-up tables are to be read.

Z(K) - The atomic numbers of the elements in the tables in the same

sequence as the tables.

NRA(J) - An integer indicating the form of the polynomial used to

calculate the build-up factor

= 1, B(X, l/E) - a polynomial in X and 1/E

= 2, B(X, E) - a polynomial in X and E

=3, B(X, 1/E) forE <- 4.0Mev; B(X,E) for E > 4.0 Mev

X - the number of mean-free-paths

E - energy (Mev)

NI(J) - The range of the subscript "K" in the coefficient, CB(J, K, L),

of the build-up factor polynomial for the jth element.

NJ(J) - The range of the subscript "L" in the coefficient, CB(J, K, L),
of the build-up factor polynomial for the jth element.

NFDCF - The number of entries in the energy flux-to-dose conversion
factor table.
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EC(I) - The energy (Mev) of the i th energy flux-to-dose conversion

factor entry.

cv(D - The ith energy flux-to-dose conversion factor entry.

{r-hr-l-Mev -1-cm2-sec)

NEL - An integer indicating the number of layers in the shield.

D(I) - The thickness in gm/cm 2 of the ith layer.

NEIT(1) - The number of entries in the mass attenuation table for the

i th element.

EM(J, L) - The energy associated with the 1th mass attenuation entry for

the jth element (Mev).

FMU(J, L) - The 1th mass attenuation entry for the jth element (cm2/gm).

NCPT - The number of entries in the Compton scattering table.

EU(J, L) - The energy associated with the 1th Compton scattering entry

for the jth element (Mev).

FMUC(J, L) - The 1th Compton scattering entry for the jth element (cm2/gm).

CB(J, K, L) - The coefficient, Ckl, in the polynomial for computing the
build-up factors in the jth element.

NI(J) NJ(J) xk_l
B(X, l/E) = _ _ Cld (l/E) 1-1

k=l I=i

B(X, E) =
NI(J) NJ(J) xk_1 El_lZ Z Ckl
k=l l=l

NEG

EG(I)

SSS(K,L)

- The number of source energies.

- The ith source energy.

- The source strength of the 1th energy at the k th interface.

(photons/gm-sec)
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LNB(1)

NBO

NLI

NL2

LEI

LE2

- An "ordinal" number indicating the location of the mass
attenuation table for the ith shield material.

- An integer indicating the equivalence status of the shield-

= 1, one equivalent thickness;

= 2, two equivalent thicknesses, light-heavy;

= 3, two equivalent thicknesses, heavy-light,

- The number of layers in the first equivalent thickness.

- The number of layers in the second equivalent thickness.

- An "ordinal" number indicating the location of the build-up

table of the material of equivalence for the first equivalent
thickness.

- An "ordinal" number indicating the location of the build-up

table of the material of equivalence for the second equivalent
thickness.

INPUT DATA PREPARATION

Card Type 1 Columns 1-5, the number, NTOT, of materials in the mass

attenuation and build-up tables - including those elements

that must be entered twice, such as tungsten. FORMAT

(1415).

Card Type 2 Eight fields of nine columns per field, each field contains

the atomic number of the elements in the attenuation tables.

The number of entries must equal NTOT in card type 1.

FORMAT (8E9.).

Card Type 3 Columns 1-5, the integer NRA(J) for the jth set in the

attenuation tables; columns 6-10, the integer NI(J) for the

same set; columns 11-15, the integer NJ(J). There must be

a card type 3 for each entry in card type 2. The values for

these integers may be obtained from Reference 3.
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Card Type 4 - Columns 1-5, the number, NFDCF, of entries in the energy
flux-to-dose conversion factor table.

Card Type 5 Columns 1-9, the energy associated with the first energy
flux-to-dose conversion factor; columns 10-18, the first
energy flux-to-dose conversion factor; columns 19-27, the
energy associated with the secondenergy flux-to-dose con-
version factor; columns 28-36, the secondenergy flux-to-
dose conversion factor; etc. Entries are continued, 9
columns per entry, until NFDCF energy flux-to-dose
conversion factors have been read. FORMAT (I5/(8E9.)).

Card Type 6 Columns 1-5, the number, NEL, of "layers" in the shield.
A "layer" is defined as the region between two consecutive
source points.

Card Type 7 Six fields of 12 columns per field, each field contains the
thickness, gm/cm 2, of a layer - in order from incident face
to exit face. FORMAT (I5/(6E12.)).

Card Type 8 - Fourteen fields of five columns per field, each field
contains an integer NEIT(I}. FORMAT (1415).

Card types 9, 10, 11, and 12 are read in a DO LOOPranging from one to
NTOT.

Card Type 9 Columns 1-9, the energy associated with the first mass
attenuation coefficient; columns 10-18, the first mass
attenuation coefficient; columns 19-27, the energy associated
with the secondmass attenuation coefficient; columns 28-36,
the secondmass attenuation coefficient; etc. Entries are
continued, 9 columns per entry, until NEIT(I) mass attenua-
tion coefficients have been read. FORMAT (8E9.).

Card Type 10 - Columns 1-5, an integer, NCPT, indicating the number of
entries in the Compton scattering table.

Card Type ii - Columns 1-9, the energy associated with the first Compton
scattering entry; columns 10-18, the first Comptonscat-
tering entry; columns 19-27, the energy associated with the
secondCompton scattering entry; columns 28-36, the second
Comptonscattering entry; etc. Entries are continued,

I
I

I
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9 columns per entry, until NCPT Compton scattering entries

have been read. FORMAT (I5/(8E9.))

Card Type 12 - Seven fields of ten columns per field, each field contains a

CB(J, K, L). See Reference 3. FORMAT (7E10.)

Card Type 13 - Columns 1-5, the number, NEG, of source energies.

Card Type 14 - Eight fields of nine columns per field, each field contains a

source energy. Entries are continued until NEG source

entries have been read. FORMAT (I5/(8E9.))

Cards type 15 are read in a DO LOOP ranging over the number of interfaces;

i. e., the number of layers plus one.

Card Type 15 - Six fields of twelve columns per field, each field contains

the source strength, SSS(K, L), for the I th energy at the k th

interface. The entries are order by energy and then by

interface - from incident face to exit face. FORMAT (6E10.)

Card Type 16 - Fourteen fields of five columns per field containing the

integers LNB(1). FORMAT (1415)

Cards type 17 are "case cards". There should be one card for each

cumulative set of layers - i. e., one card for the first layer, one for the

first two, one for the first three, etc.

Card Type 17 - Columns 1-5, the integer NBO indicating the build.up factor

calculation option; columns 6-10, the number, NLI, of

layers in the first equivalent thickness; columns 11-15, the

number, NL2, of layers in the second equivalent thickness;

columns 16-20, the number, LE1, indicating the material

of equivalence for the first equivalent thickness; columns

21-25, the number, LE2, indicating the material of equiva-

lence for the second equivalent thickness.

OUTPUT FORMAT

The output of the MSGAM code consists of one output set for each cumulative

set of layers - i.e., one for the first layer, one for the first two layers,

one for the first three layers, etc. Each output set has the following format.
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First, the build-up factor option is indicated, either single equivalent
thickness, two equivalent thicknesses, light-heavy, or two equivalent thick-
nesses, heavy-light. Next, the total number of layers pertaining to the
output set is indicated; for the single equivalent thickness case, this is
followed by the material of equivalence; for the two equivalent thicknesses
cases, the total number of layers is followed by the number of layers in the
first equivalent thickness, and then the materials of equivalence for the
first and secondthicknesses are indicated. Next, the total number of source
points which contribute to this output set. Following this are the thicknesses
of eachlayer. Then the layer materials are indicated. The source energies
are displayed in a row of ten entries. Below the source energies are the
dose rates resulting from each layer at each energy - each row represents
a layer andeach column represents the dose rate at the energy aboveit.
Next, the total dose rate at each energy is output, summed over layer.
Finally, the total dose rate, summed over energy, is indicated.

r:6



6. NUCLEAR CONSTANTS CODE (NCON)

CODE DESCRIPTION

The input values for the Nuclear Constants Code are defined by their

association with the following equations. These equations determine the

nuclear cascade production used in the Lockheed Proton Penetration Code.

E + Enl
E P 1

O = (6-1)

PP NE(E B, Cpp, Kpp)

G
pn

p " n 1

" " [O]\ PiP 1 + En

P

NE(E B, Cpn, Kpn)

(6-2)

Gnp =

E +E
EB p n

EB

NE(E B, Cnp, Knp)

(6-3)

Gnn =

p n En

EB EB n[ 1+

NE(E B, Cnn, Knn)

1

(6-4)
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where

E B

NE(E B, Cxy, Kxy) = f
0

EdE

K

(E + Cxy ) xy

(6-5)

For an incident particle, x, with energy EB, the number, _'xy, of secondary

particles of type y, with energy E S is given by

1

rxy(EB' ES) = Gxy(EB) " K (6-6)

(E S + Cxy ) xy

GLOSSARY OF INPUT DATA TERMS

CPP - The

CNP - The

CPN - The

CNN - The

RPP - The

RNP - The

RPN - The

"Cpp" in Equation 6-1.

"Cnp" in Equation 6-3.

"Cpn" in Equation 6-2.

"Cnn" in Equation 6-4.

"Kpp" in Equation 6-1.

',Knp" in Equation 6-3.

"Kpn" in Equation 6-2.

RNN - The "Knn" in Equation 6-4.

A - Atomic mass number for the element.

T - The nuclear transparency of the element.

IGO1 - Control Number: If IGO1 = 1, other elements to follow.

If IGO1 = 2, no other elements to follow.

E B - Kinetic energy of incident particle.

I
I

I
I

I
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i
I R1 - EB ], the ratio of the total cascade energy to the bombarding

i R2 , the ratio of total neutron cascade energy to total proton

I ;_de energy due to an incident proton.

R3 _Jn , the ratio of total neutron cascade energy to total proton

I cascade energy due to an incident neutron.

I IGO2 - Control Number:
If IGO2 = 1, more EB's, Rl,s, R2's, and R3's to follow for this

element.

I If IGO2 = 2, no more data for this element.

I The values Kxy, Cxy, T, R1, R2, and R3 may be obtained from graphs inNR-140; 6 these graphs are contained in this report for convenience.

I
K

xy
C

xy
T

R1

- Figure 15

- Figure 16

- Figure 17

- Figure 18

R2 & R3 - Figure 19

INPUT DATA PREPARATION

Card Type 1 - Columns 1-7, CPP;

Columns 8-14, CNP;

Columns 15-21, CPN;

Columns 22-28, CNN;

Columns 29-35, RPP;

Columns 36-42, RNP;

Columns 43-49, RPN;
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Columns 50-56, RNN;

Columns 57-63, A;

Columns 64-70, T;

Columns 71, IGO1.

Card Type 2 - Columns 1-8, EB;

Columns 9-16, R1;

Columns 17-24, R2;

Columns 25-32, R3;

Column 33, IGO2.

Note: Each card type 1 indicates an element for which the cascade constants

are to be calculated. Following each card type 1, there should be

cards type 2 - one for each bombarding energy to be considered.

OUTPUT FORMAT

The output from the NCON contains, in the heading, input information such

as the atomic mass number, A, and the nuclear transparency, T, of the

element and the constants, C and K, for p-p, n-p, p-n, and n-n reactions.

The main body of the output contains nine columns of information. The first

column lists the kinetic energies, EB, of the incident partiole in units of

Mev. The second column lists the ratios, (EP + EN)/EB, of the total
kinetic energy, of cascade protons plus th_ cascade neutron, to the kinetic

energy of cascade protons for proton bombardment. The fourth column lists

the ratios, (EN/EP)N, of the total kinetic energy of cascade neutrons to the

total kinetic energy of cascade protons for neutron bombardment. The fifth

column lists the G values necessary to give the proper total kinetic energy

for a secondary nucleon from a p-p reaction. The sixth column lists the G

values necessary to give the proper total kinetic energy of a secondary

nucleon from an n-p reaction. The seventh column lists the G values

necessary to give the proper total kinetic energy of secondary nucleon from

a p-n reaction. The eighth column lists the G values necessary to give the

proper total kinetic energy of a secondary nucleon from an n-n reaction.

The ninth column lists the removal cross sections, TC, for the element as

a function of the kinetic energy of the incident particle.
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7. RANGE AND STOPPING POWER CALCULATOR (LRSPC)

CODE DESCRIPTION

The Lockheed Range and Stopping Power Calculator (LRSPC) is a computer

code designed to estimate the energy loss, due to ionization and excitation,

of charged particles passing through matter. This energy loss (i. e.,

stopping power) is calculated as a function of kinetic energy for charged

particles penetrating materials composed of ten or less elements. Appro-

priate correction factors are introduced in the stopping power calculation to

account for the "density effect", the "shell effect" and the "physical state

effect". Protons with kinetic energies ranging from 2 Mev to 100 Gev are
considered in the calculations.

The range of protons in matter is given by:

R(E) = R(2 Mev) +

E

f
E(2 Mev)

dE

SP(E)
(7-1)

where R(E) is the range of a proton with kinetic energy (E);

R(2 Mev) is the experimentally determined range of protons with

kinetic energy of 2 Mev;

SP(E) is calculated stopping power of protons with kinetic energy (E).

The stopping power, SP(E), is calculated from the Bethe-Bloch formula.

l--_t) Zk Pk
mc2f_ 2 _kk_tt

(7-2)

where -(dE/dx) is the proton energy loss rate due to ionization in the

material; Pt is the density of the stopping material in units of gm/cm3; N is

Avogadro's number in units of atoms/mole; e is the electronic charge in

units of (Mev-cm)l/2; mc 2 is the electron rest mass in units of Mev; ]9 is the

ratio of the velocity of the incident proton to the velocity of light; Z k is the

atomic number of the k th element of the stopping material; Pk is the partial

density of the k th element of the stopping material in units of gm/cm3; A k is
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the atomic weight of the kth element of the stopping material; and BRAK is a
term of conveniencedefinedbelow.

F 2mc 2
BRAK = ln/

b
(7-3)

where I is the mean ionization potential of the stopping material in units of

Mev; U is the "shell effect" correction term; _ is the "density effect" correc-

tion term; and Wma x is maximum energy transfer from the incident proton

to an atomic electron. Wma x is defined by:

2 4E t -
W - 1 (7-4)

max /_c2[(_/2m) + (m/2_) + (Et/_ c 2)J

where E t is the total energy of the incident proton; _ is the rest mass of the

incident proton; c is the speed of light; and m is the rest mass of the electron.

The mean ionization potential, I, is given by:

_ (Zk Pk/Ak) In Ik]I = Exp _. (Zk Pk/Ak) (7-5)
k

where Ik is the mean ionization potential of the k th element in the stopping
material.

The "shell effect" correction term (U) is introduced to prevent an over-

estimation of the stopping power of a material when the velocity of the

incident charged particle is not much greater than the velocity of the inner

electrons of the elements present.

U= 2CK/Z+ 2CL/Z (7-6)

where C K is the correction term for the ineffectiveness of the K shell

electrons; Z is the atomic number of the stopping material; C L is the cor-

rection term for the ineffectiveness of the L shell electrons.

The stopping number (Bi) for any atomic shell when _i is large is,
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Bi(_i' "r]i) =Si(_i ) In_i + Ti(_i ) - Ci(_i' _i ) (7-7)

where i indicates the atomic electron shell (K, L, . . . etc.); e i is the ratio
of the observed binding energy of the ith atomic electron shell to the "ideal"

ionization potential, which ignores screening by the outer electron shells;

"r]i is proportional to the energy of the incident particle divided by the "ideal"

ionization potential; S i is an "r]i dependent term and T i is an _i independent
term when the electrons of the ith shell are considered motionless; and Ci

is the correction term for the i th shell electrons in motion. The stopping

number, B, for a material is determined by the sum of the stopping num-

_'^-_ of _ _h._ll _Y.c_m _11 p.lements present.

N°

M J

B= _ _. Bij ( 8i, "r]i)
j _l iffil

(7-8)

where B.. is the stopping number for the i th shell of the jth atom; Nj is the
number _f electron shells inthe jth atom; and M is the number of elements in

the material.

To determine the stopping number (BK) of the K shell electrons, the

expressions for _K and_]K are

I K8

_-_n 2) X137.0372/

where IK is the observed binding energy of the K shell, n is the principal

quantum number (1) of the K shell, and (Z - 0.3)/137.0372 is the

non-relativistic "ideal" ionization potential, of the K shell, times the fine

structure constant and ignores screening by all but the other K electron, and

\137.0372/ .J

To determine the stopping number (BL) of the L shell electrons, the

expressions for _L, which is the weighted average of the energy states of

the L level, and _TL are
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2( 8LI)(HOFLI ) + 3( 8L2 + 8L3)(HOFL2 )

8L = 2(HOFLI) + 6(HOFL2) (7-11)

where 8LI, 8L2, and 0L3 correspond to the three relativistic energy states
in the L electron shell,

ILl

OL1 = _mc2_ (Z -- 4.1___5/2

\2n 2) \137.0372/

(7-12)

= IL3 _ 1 (Z - 4.15 2

_L3 _mc2_ (Z .. 4.1.__5)2 16 _37-.0--_ )

ILl , IL2, and IL3 are the observed binding energies of the L shell

electrons, n is the principal quantum number (2) of the L shell, and

(Z - 4.15)/137.0372 is the non-relativistic "ideal" ionization _ootential of L
shell times the fine structure constant. HOFL1 is the HS"nl 2_* oscillator

strength for the 2s electron states of the L shell, and HOFL2 is the HSnl

oscillator strength for the 2p electron states of the L shell.

Values of _K are calculated using Equation 7-10, and values of 8K are

calculated using Equation 7-9. Values of the stopping number, BK( 0 K, _TK),

are determined graphically from data presentations of Brown 9 and

Walske 47. This method is used to determine the stopping number when

_TK is small. A plot of the CK( 8 K, _TK) versus 1/'gK by Walske 47 is used

to determine the CK correction term to the K electron shell stopping num-

ber for small values of _TK" Three point interpolation in 8K is used to get

the proper value of B K and C K from these graphs and tables for the _TK of

the incident proton. For large values of'r/K, the asymptotic formulas for

BK( OK, 17K ) of the K shell electrons given by Walske 47 are used,
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-1
BK(0.7, _K ) = 1.8133In "rlK + 2.4603 - 2.0662 .r]K

BK(0.75, "rlK)= 1.7223 In _K + 2.4044 - 2.0999 _K 1

BK(0.8, -rlK ) = 1.6457 In _K

BK(0.85, _K)= 1.5807 in _K

-i
+ 2.3462 - 2.1196 _q__

+ 2.2868 - 2.1290 _TK1

-2 -3

- 7.3246 _K + 45 .r/K

-3
- 7.3194 "rlK2 + 45 _TK

-2 -3
- 7.3191 *r]K + 45 _K

-2 -3
- 7.3218___ + 45__

_K 'K

-i -2 -3
BK(0.9, _-_K) = 1.5250 In__.. + 2.2273 - 2.1309 -I_-- - 7.3263 _]K + 45 _TK

(7-13)
-3

where CK( OK, "QK) to order _TK is the negative of the last three terms of

the asyptotic formulas.

Values of _TL, as a function of the kinetic energy of the incident protons, and

e L, as a function of the stopping material, are calculated, and a plot of the

values of B L versus _TL for e L = 0.35, 0.45, 0.55, 0.65 and for 0 <_ VlL <_ 2

and a table of the values of BL( eL, _TL) for e L = 0.35, 0.45, 0.55, 0.65

and for 1.0 <_ V/L <_ 3.5 by Walske 48 are used to determine the stopping

number of materials for lower values of _TL" For large values of _TL, the
asymptotic formulas for BL( eL, _L) of the L shell electrons given by
Walske 48 are used.

-1
BL(0.35, _L)= 10.0371 In "]L + 28.1449 - 1.5032 _]L

-2 -3 -4

-1.543 _TL + 4.0 _]L - 4.43 "QL

-1

BL(0.45, _L )= 7.9116 In _L + 24.4501- 1.8756 _L

-2 -3 -4
-1.506 "_L + 4.0 _L - 4.43 _L

(7-14)

-1

BL(0.55, "r]L ) = 6.7451 In "r]L + 21.9061 - 1.9890 "rlL

-2 -3 -4

-1.498 _L + 4.0 _L - 4.43 "_L
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(Equation7-14 continued)

-1
BL(0.65, _L ) = 6.0345 In _TL + 20.0154 - 2.0040 _TL

-2 -3 -4

-1.500 _L + 4.0 _L -4.43_L

-4
where CL( 8 L, _TL) to order _TL is the negative of the last four terms of the

asymptotic formulas.

The "density effect" is the reduction in the ionization loss of a charged

particle due to polarization of the stopping media. The density effect cor-

rection term to be applied to the Bethe-Bloch formula is directly dependent

on the value of the mean ionization potential of the stopping media and is

calculated by a method similar to that of Sternheimer. 40, 41,42 It differs

chiefly in the large number of electron shells considered. 23

4

(dE) 27meA _ - 2 (S) (7-15)
mv

where dE/dx is the energy loss rate, n is the number of electrons per cubic

centimeter in the stopping material, e is the electron charge, m is the

electron mass, v is the velocity of the incident particle (v = fi_c), and _ is

the density effect correction term.

The density effect correction term _ is given by:

(7-16)

where 1 is the solution of

1 fik

19--_-1= Z _2 12
i,k Uik +

(7-17)

and 1. is given by
1, k

_2 i/2
Ilk= (Vik+ fik ) (7-18)
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Here, fik is the oscillator strength of the ith transition in the kth element.
Its value is given by the ratio of the number of electrons in the i th subshell
to the atomic number. The term _ik is the effective oscillator frequency of
the i th shell electrons of the kth element in units of the plasma frequency
Yp.

The Yik is i th transition frequency for the k th element.

frequency of the mixture is given by

(7-19)

The plasma

h v = h(ne2/Trm) I/2
P

= 28.8203 x 10 -6 Ik_
Z /A 71/2

( kPk k)J

(7-20)

The symbol Gk represents a correction term due to the fact that transitions

are made into the continum. It is evaluated by normalizing the calculated

ionization potential to the experimental effective ionization potential, Ik, for
the k th element. For nonconductors, the value of G k is:

G k = Exp

J

lnIk- i_l fik ln(h

J

_ fik
i-1

m

For metals, the value of G k is:

Uik )

i<- j
(7-21)

G k -- Exp

j-1

lnI k-fjkln hUp(fjk)I/2 - _ fikln(h Vik)
i=l

j-1

fik
i-_l

(7-22)

where i is the number of subshells, j is the oscillator number of the

conduction electrons, and k is the element number.
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A third correction is neededif the mean ionization potential is measured for
a material in a solid or liquid physical state, and the stopping power is
desired for the gaseousstate or vice versa. 49

condensed Dk/2
igas
k = Ik e (7-23)

For metals the Dk term is

j-1 2
Dk = i_..1.=fik ln(1 + fik / Pik ) + 2fjk

In[ h y (f.k}l/2/E.k ] (7-24)
P J J

where E. is the optical transition energy of electrons in a gas.jk
nonconductors the D k term is

J

Dk = _ fik In(l + fik/ y-_ik)
i=l

For

(7-25)

GLOSSARY OF INPUT DATA TERMS

NEB

EMIN

EBR(I)

DE (1)

NS

- Number of fine mesh energy points.

- Minimum energy of mesh.

- Major energy break points in fine mesh.

- Step size of fine mesh between major energy break points.

- Number of subshells per element.

HNU(J, I) - Observed binding energy of the atomic electrons in each subshell

in units of Mev, for the jth element and i th subshell.

EJ(J) - Principal quantum number of the outer shell electrons for the

jth element.

II(J, I) - Number of electrons in the i th subshell of the jth element.
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NBK

EBK(I)

BK(J, I)

NBL

EBL(I)

BL(J, I)

zz(i)

OZl(i)

- Number of entries in the K shell electron stopping number table

per OK.

- Energy dependent variable, r/K =

_2

Stopping number of K-shell electrons for _TK <- 10.

BK(1, I) - value of stopping number when 8 K is 0.7;

BK(2, I) - value of stopping number when 8K is 0.8;

BK(3, I) - value of stopping number when OK is 0.9.

Where _K is the energy difference between a K-electron in the

ground state and the lowest unoccupied state in units of

Z_eff RH, R H is the ionization potential of hydrogen.

- Number of entries in the L electron stopping number table per

8 L.

-Energy dependent variable, _TL = \[Z_'3_'-_-24"15)2

- Stopping number of L-electrons when _TL _< 3.5.

BL(1, I) - value of stopping number when 8L = 0.35;

BL(2, I) - value of stopping number when 8L = 0.45;

BL(3, I) - value of stopping number when 8 L = 0.55;

BL(:4, I) - value of stopping number when OL = 0.65;

where 8 L is the observed energy difference between an L

electron in the ground state and the lowest unoccupied state in

units of Z_eff R H.

- Atomic number of elements in the HSnl weighting function table
for L-shell electrons.

- HSnl weighting function to correct for relativistic effects in the

2s electron energy states.
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OZ2(1)

ZR(1)

TPOR(I)

FIZ(I)

FIZP(I)

NES

ES(I)

KMAX

I2

IlK(I)

z(1)

AW(1)

FIP(1)

RHO(1)

UAR(1)

- HSnl weighting function to correct for relativistic effects in the

2p electron energy states.

- Atomic numbers of elements in the initial value table for range of

particles at 2 Mev.

- Initial values for range of particles at 2 Mev.

- Atomic numbers of elements in the table of ionization potentials.

- Values of experimentally determined ionization potential in units
of ev.

- Total number of energy mesh points for punched card output.

- Energy mesh points for punched card output.

- Number of elements present in material, KMAX -- 10.

- State of final material; I2 - l(metal), I2 = 2 (condensed

nonconductor), I2 = 3 (gas).

- State of element when I/Z was measured; IlK = 1 (metal),

IlK = 2 (condensed nonconductor), IlK = 3 (gas).

- Atomic number of the element.

- Atomic weight of the element.

- Ionization potential of the element in units of ev.

- Density of the element in units of gm/cm 3.

- Correction factor to the L-shell term.

INPUT DATA PREPARATION

Card type 1 through card type 8A are placed on Tape B6.

Card Type 1 - Columns 7-10 contain the number of occupied subshells per

element (NS). Columns 11-70 contain six fields of ten
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Card Type 1A -

Card Type 2 -

Card Type 3 -

Card Type 4 -

Card Type 4A -

Card Type 5 -

Card Type 5A -

columns per field of values of the electron binding energy
per subshell per element (HNU).

Continuation card contains six fields of ten columns per
field of values of HNUbeginning in Column 11

FORMAT (6xi4,6El0./(10X6E10. ))

Columns 1-10 contain the principal quantumnumber of the
outer subshell electron per element (EJ). Columns 11-70
contain a maximum of thirty fields of two columns per field
of the number of electrons in the occupied subshells per
element (II).

FORMAT (EI0., 3012)

Containsnine fields of eight columns per field of energy
mesh points (E).

FORMAT (9E8.)

Columns 1 and 2 contain the number of Eta K entries (NBK)
in the stopping number table for K electrons.

Contains four fields of ten columns per field. Columns
1-10 contain the value of Eta K (EBK), Columns 11-40
contain the values of the stopping number of K electrons
(BK); Columns 11-20, value of BK whenTheta K is 0.7,
Columns 21-30, value of BK when Theta K is 0.8, Columns
31-40, value of BK whenTheta K is 0.9.

FORMAT (I2/(4EI0.))

Columns 1 and 2 contain the number of Eta L entries (NBL)

in the stopping number table for L electrons.

Contains five fields of ten columns per field. Columns 1-10

contain the value of Eta L (EBL); columns 11-50 contain

values of the stopping number for L electrons (BL); columns

11-20, value of BL when Theta L is 0.35; columns 21-30,

value of BL when Theta L is 0.45; columns 31-40, value of

BL when Theta L is 0.55; columns 41-50, value of BL when

Theta L is 0.65.

FORMAT (I2/(5E10.))
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Card Type 6 Contains three fields of ten columns per field. Columns
1-10 contain the atomic number of the element composing
the table, (ZZ); columns 11-20 contain the HSnlweighting
function for the 2s state L electrons (OZ1); and columns
21-30 contain the HSnl weighting function for the 2p state L
electrons (OZ2).

FORMAT (3El0.).

Card Type 7 Contains nine fields of eight columns per field. Columns
1-8, 17-24, 33-40, 49-56, and 65-72 contain the atomic
number of the elements {ZR} composing the initial range
table while columns 9-16, 25-32, 41-48, and 57-64 contain
the initial range values (TPOR) for 2 Mev protons°

Card Type 7A - Continuation card - contains nine fields of eight columns per
field. Columns 1-8, 17-24, 33-40, 49-56, and 65-.72contain
the initial range values (TPOR) for 2 Mev protons while
columns 9-16, 25-32, 41-48, and 57-64 contain the atomic
number of the elements (ZR) composing the initial range
table.

FORMAT (9E8.)

Note: Initial values for range of 2 Mev protons are described by card type

7, card type 7A, and card type 7, card type 7A, etc., until all atomic

numbers and their accompanying initial range values are read ino

Card Type 8 Contains nine fields of eight columns per field. Columns

1-8, 17-24, 33-40, 49-56, and 65-72 contain the atomic

number of the elements (FIZ) composing the table of experi-

mentally determined ionization potentials while columns

9-16, 25-32, 41-48, and 57-64 contain the values of the

experimentally determined ionization potentials {FIZP).

Card Type 8A - Continuation card - contains nine fields of eight columns per

field. Columns 1-8, 17-24, 33-40, 49-56, and 65-72 con-

tain the values of the ionization potential (FIZP) while

columns 9-16, 25-32, 41-48, and 57-64 contain the atomic

numbers (FIZ) of the elements composing the ionization

potential table.

FORMAT (9E8.)

I
I
I

I
I

I
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Note: Experimentally determined ionization potential values for elements

are described by card type 8, card type 8A, card type 8, card type

8A, etc., until all atomic numbers and their accompanying experi-

mental ionization potentials are read in.

Note: Card type 9 and card type 9A follow the asterisk data card which is

directly behind the binary program cards.

Card Type 9 Columns 1-5 contain the number of fine mesh energy points

(NEB). Columns 6-15 contain the minimum energy of

mesh (EMIN).

Card Type 9A Continuation card - contains eight fields of nine columns

per field. Columns 1-9, 19-27, 37-45, and 55-63 contain

the major energy break points (EBR(I)) while columns

10-18, 28-36, 46-54, and 64-72 contain the step size of the

fine mesh between major energy break points (DE(l)) where
I = 1, NEB.

FORMAT (I5, El0./(8E9. ))

Note: The total number of EBR(I) and DE(I) entries on cards type 9A must

equal the number in columns 1-5 of card type 9.

Card Type 10 - Columns 1-3 contain the number of energy mesh points

(NES) for punched card output.

Card Type 10A - Nine fields of eight columns per field containing the energy

values (ES) for the energy mesh point table.

FORMAT (13/(9E8.))

Note: The total number of energy entries on cards type 10A must equal the

number in columns 1-3 card type 10.

Note: A set of cards composed of card type 11, card type 12, and if

necessary card type 13 are input for each case to be evaluated.

sets of cards should equal the number of cases to be evaluated.

The

Card Type 11 - Case Identification Card - Alphameric identification or

labeling of the case being evaluated.

FORMAT (12A6)
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Card Type 12 Three fields of five columns per field followed by five fields

of ten columns per field° Columns 1-5 contain the number

of elements present in a material (KMAX); columns 6-!0

contain the state (I2) of the final material, 1 = metal,

2 = condensed nonconductor, 3 = gas. Columns 11-15

contain the state (ILK), 1 = metal_ ":_= condensed noncon-

ductor, 3 -- gas, of the element at the time its ionization

potential was determined. Columns 16-25 contain the

atomic number (2} of the element composing the material.

Columns 26-35 contain the atomic weight (AW) of the

element composing the material. Columns 36-45 contain

the ionization potential (FIP} of the element. Columns

46-55 contain the partial density (RHO) of the element

composing the material, and columns 56-65 contain the L

shell correction factor {UAR).

FORMAT (315, 5E10. )

Card Type 13 Continuation card for card type 12 - one field of five

columns followed by five fields of ten columns per field.

Columns 1-10 are left intentionally blank° Columns 11-15

contain the state (ILK) of the element at the time its ioniza-

tion potential was determined; 1 = metal, 2 = condensed

nonconductor, 3 = gas. Columns 16-25 contain the atomic

number (Z) of an element composing the material, columns

26-35 contain the atomic weight (AW) of an element com-

posing the material. Columns 36-45 contain the ionization

potential {FIP) of an element composing the material and

columns 46-55 contain the partial density {RHO} of an

element composing the material. Columns 56-65 contain

the L shell correction factor {UAR}°

Note: The ionization potential, FIP_ in cards type 12 and 13 may be left

blank. In this circumstance, a value for FIP will be determined by

interpolation in the FIZP table.

Note: Case input data cards are read in order of one card type 12 and zero

to nine cards type 13 until the number of card type 12 and cards type

13 is equal to the number of elements composing the material, KMAX,

columns 1-5 on card type 12.
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OUTPUT FORMAT

The typical output from the LRSPC consists of a heading containing

comments or labeling information and a subheading consisting of the atomic

number(s), the atomic weight(s), the ratio(s) of the calculated excitation

potential(s) divided by the atomic number(s), the partial densities in units of

gms/cm3, the total ionization potential in units of ev, and total density in

units of gms/cm3 for the element or material being evaluated.

The main body of the output contains eight columns for information. The

first column lists the kinetic energies of the incident protons in units of

Mev. The second column ;:-'-,k....,....of _uua,:_ fr_,_ fhA ]_P+£ha-RlnchII_I,O bJ.l_: yg3,J, bl.+,,..*,._ _.a_.a._,+a._l, _ .............

formula, which is defined in the LRSPC description. The third column lists

the calculated shell correction factors for the K shell electrons. The fourth

column lists the calculated shell correction factors for the L shell electrons.

The fifthcolumn lists the total"shell effect" correction factor. The sixth

column liststhe "density effect"correction factors. The seventh column

liststhe calculated stopping powers in units of Mev-cm2-gm -I. The eighth

column liststhe ranges in units of gms-cm -2.
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8. SOURCE SPECTRUM CODE (LSSC}

CODE DESCRIPTION

The Lockheed Source Spectrum Code (LSSC) was written to facilitate

preparation of proton input spectra in a format suitable for the Lockheed

Proton Penetration Code (LPPC).

Space radiation fluxes reported in the literature are presented in a variety

of ways, and the reduction of this data to a common form suitable for

comparison and calculation is often tedious. The code is intended to elimi-

nate the laborious manual calculations involved in reducing a given spectrum

to a differential number flux versus energy. In practice, the code has been

found adequate for converting trapped and solar flare spectra in the energy

range of interest to space radiation shielding studies.

The code, LSSC, may be used to convert five types of proton spectral data

to differential number flux versus energy. These types are:

Option 1 - Integral number flux versus rigidity.

Option 2 - Integral number flux versus energy.

Option 3 - Differential number flux versus rigidity.

Option 4 - Power law representation of integral number flux versus

rigidity.

Option 5 - Power law representation of integral number flux versus

energy.

Option 1

For this option, a table of rigidity values and their corresponding integral

number flux values are read into the computer. The rigidities are converted

to energies through the relation given by Equation 8-1.

E = _v/_Re) 2 + 9382 - 938 (8-1)

where E represents kinetic energy in Mev, R represents rigidity in Mv, and

e represents the proton charge (=1).
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The data are, after the aboveconversion, a table of integral number fluxes
versus energy and are treated as suchby Option 2. The comments under
Option2 relating to optimum choice of input data values, to ensure stability,
apply to this option also.

Option 2

In this option, a table of energy values and their corresponding integral
number flux values are read into the computer. The integral number flux
versus energy spectrum is assumed to be representable by an analytic
power function on the interval Ei to Ei÷ 1:

C
E 1-D , E < E < E. (8-2)

F(E)-D_ 1 i - - i+I

By definition

dF(E) = _ f(E) (8-3)
dE

Differentiating Equation 8-2 and substituting into Equation 8-3, one obtains

the differential number flux versus energy spectrum,

-D
f(E) = CE (8-4)

From Equation 8-2

C = (D - i) F(E)/E I-D (8-5)

The value of "D" is obtained by evaluating Equation 8-2 at the end points:

ln[F(Ei)/F(Ei+ 1 ) ]

D = 1 - ln(Ei/Ei + 1 ) (8-6)

The differential number flux versus energy spectrum is obtained by

substituting Equations 8-5 and 8-6 in Equation 8-4:

f(E) F(E)ln[F(Ei)/F(Ei+ 1) ]= • , E.<E<-E.
E ln(Ei/Ei+ 1) 1 1+ 1

(8-7)

The values of F(E) at the output energies are acquired by polynomial

interpolation in a table of the logarithm of E and the logarithm of F(E)

evaluated at the input energies. Special provisions are made at those

energy points where the size of the energy interval changes.
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Option 2 occasionally produces small oscillations in the output spectrum but

is more satisfactory than a numerical or graphical differentiation scheme.

This is especially true when crude graphs of integral fluxes are to be

analyzed. If Option i or 2 is used, it is suggested that the values of F(E) be

replotted and a smooth curve drawn; then 5 to a maximum of 50 points may

be read from the graph. The replotted data are not more accurate than the

original, but fluctuations caused by errors in reading coarse interval graphs

are minimized. The derivative is very sensitive to fluctuations. For this

reason, points should be selected so that differences between successive

flux and energy (or rigidity) values are large compared to the graph reading
error.

Option 3

In this option, a table of differential number fluxes versus rigidity is read

into the computer. Rigidity is transformed to energy according to Equation

8-1. The differential number flux is transformed as:

_R 2 + 9382

f(E) = F(R) R (8-8)

Option 4

The power law representation of integral number flux versus rigidity is

given by Equation 8-9.

F(R) = AR -B (8-9)

The differential number flux versus rigidity is obtained from Equation 8-9

and given by

- B-1
f(R) = ABR (8-10)

The differential number flux versus energy is related to the differential

number flux versus rigidity through

dR
f(E) = f(R)_ (8-ii)

dR/dE is obtained from Equation 8-1 giving

f(E) ABR- B-2 JR 2= • + 9382 (8-12)

by substituting Equations 8-10 and 8-1 in Equation 8-11.
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The rigidity values at the outputenergies are determined by solving
Equation 8-1 for R,

Option 5

= + 1876E (8-13)

The "power law" representation of integral number flux versus energy is

given by

-B
F(E) = AE

The differentialnumber flux versus energy is obtained by substituting

Equation 8-14 into Equation 8-3:

- B-I
f(E) = ABE

Equation 8-15 is evaluated at the output energies to obtain a table of

differential number flux versus energy.

With the exception of Option 3, the energy points at which the differential

number flux will be output are determined by the nine values:

EMAX - the maximum energy to be considered.

EMIN - the minimum energy to be considered.

EB1 - the upper bound for the first energy range, EMIN to EB1.

EB2 - the upper bound for the second energy range, EB1 to EB2.

EB3 - the upper bound for the third energy range, EB2 to EB3.

The fourth energy range is EB3 to EMAX.

DELl - the energy step size in the first energy range.

DEL2 - the energy step size in the second energy range.

DEL3 - the energy step size in the third energy range.

DEL4 - the energy step size in the fourth energy range.

The number, NE, of output energy points is given by:

NE = {EB1 - EMIN)/DEL1 + (EB2 - EB1)/DEL2 + (EB3 - EB2)/DEL3

+ (EMAX - EB3)/DEL4 + 1

Output energy points will be computed until EMAX is reached or 250 points

have been computed - whichever occurs first terminates computation of

output energy points.

(8-14)

(8-15)
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GLOSSARYOF INPUT DATA TERMS

H - Hollerith information identifying the source spectrum.

NEI - Number of entries in spectrum table.

IPT - Option number

IPT = 1, integral number flux versus rigidity.

IPT = 2, integral number flux versus energy.

IPT = 3, differential number flux versus rigidity.

IPT = 4, power law representation of integral number flux versus

rigidity.

IPT - 5, power law representation of integral number flux versus

energy.

R(I) - Rigidity entries in Mv (million volts).

EI(I) - Energy entries in Mev.

FEI(I) -Integral flux values at rigidity, R(I), or energy, EI(I), points.

PIR(I) - Differential flux values at rigidity points, R(I).

AA - The coefficient "A" in the integral rigidity power law spectrum,
AR-B.

BB

AA

- The exponent "B" in the integral rigidity power law spectrum.

- The coefficient "A" in the integral energy power law spectrum,
AE-B.

BB - The exponent "B" in the integral energy power law spectrum.

EMAX - Maximum energy for which the differential flux spectrum is to be

calculated.

EMIN - Minimum energy for which the differential flux spectrum is to be
calculated.
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EB1 - Upper limit of first differential flux energy range, from EMIN to
EB1.

EB2 - Upper limit of seconddifferential flux energy range, from EB1 to
EB2.

EB3 - Upper limit of third differential flux energy range, from EB2 to
EB3. The fourth, and last, range runs from EB3 to EMAX.

DELl - Energy increment within the first range.

DEL2 - Energy increment within the secondrange.

DEL3 - Energy increment within the third range.

DEL4 - Energy increment within the fourth range.

INPUT DATA PREPARATION

Card Type 1 - 72columns of Hollerith information available for identification
of source spectrum.

FORMAT (12A6)

Card Type 2 - Columns 1-5, the number of entries in the flux table;
columns 6-10, the option number.

FORMAT (1415)

The data containedin card types 3 and 4 dependuponthe option number in
card type 2.

Card Type 3 -
(Option 1)

Eight fields of 9 columns per field, each field contains a
rigidity value, R(I), in Mv. The number of these entries
should equal the number in columns 1-5 of card type 2.

FORMAT (8E9.)

Card Type 4 -
(Option 1)

Eight fields of 9 columns per field, each field contains an
integral number flux value corresponding to the rigidity value
in card type 3.

FORMAT (8E9.)
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Card Type 3 -
(Option2)

Card Type 4 -
(Option2)

Card Type 3 -
(Option 3)

Card Type 4 -
(Option 3)

Card Type 3 -
(Option 4)

Card Type 3 -
(Option 5)

Card Type 5 -

Eight fields of 9 columns per field, each field contains an
energy value, EI(I), in Mev. The number of these entries
should equal the number in columns 1-5 in card type 2.

FORMAT (8E9.)

Eight fields of 9 columns per field, each field contains an
integral number flux value corresponding to the energy value
in card type 3.

FORMAT (8E9.)

Eight fields of 9 columns per field, each field contains a
rigidity value, R(I), in Mv. The number of these entries
shouldequal the number in columns 1-5 of card type 2.

FORMAT (8E9.)

Eight fields of 9 columnsper field, each field contains a
differential number flux value corresponding to the rigidity
value in card type 3.

FORMAT(8E9. )

Columns 1-9, the "A" of AR-B; columns 10-18, the "B" of

AR -B. (This is the integral number flux versus rigidity

power law. ) There are no cards type 4 for options 4 and 5.

FORMAT (8E9.)

Columns 1-9, the "A" of AE-B; columns 10-18, the "B" of

AE -B. (This is the integral number flux versus energy power

law. )

FORMAT (8E9.)

Columns 1-9, EMAX; columns 10-18, EMIN; columns 19-27,

EB1; columns 28-36, EB2; columns 37-45, EB3; columns

46-54, DELl; columns 55-63, DEL2; columns 64-72, DEL3;

columns 1-9 (next card), DEL4.

FORMAT (8E9.)

Note: There is no card type 5 for option 3.
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OUTPUT FORMAT

The output information from LSSC, for all five options, is initially the data

on the heading card, card type 1, and the option number.

For options 1 and 2, the input energies and integral fluxes are listed - in the

case of option 1 the energies are determined from the input rigidities.

Following the input data, the computed energy values, the corresponding

differential number fluxes, and the corresponding integral number fluxes are

listed.

For options 3, 4, and 5, the output is the same as for options 1 and 2;

however, the input data is not listed.

For all five options, the number of computed energy values, the heading

from card type 1, the computed energies, and the differential number fluxes

are punched on cards.

I

I
I

I
I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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9. ELECTRON BREMSSTRAHLUNG CODE (LEBC)

The Lockheed Electron Bremsstrahlung Code considers photons generated

by electrons incident upon a shield material. The photons are attenuated

through the remainder of the shield and the resulting dose calculated.

The incident electron flux is assumed to be normal to the surface of the

shield. The cross-section, differential in photon energy, for bremsstrahlung

production is obtained from formula 3BN in a review article by H. W. Koch

and J. W. Motz. 41 This formula retains validity under the conditions of

three inequalities,

137Z-1/3
> > (EoE/k) (9-1)

Z vr Z/137 _o < < 1 (9-2)

27rZ/137B << 1 (9-3)

2
where E = total electron energy before collision in m c units

O O

2
E = total electron energy after collision in m c units

O

2
k = photon energy in m c units.

O

Inequality 9-1 implies screening effects are considered negligible;

inequalities 9-2 and 9_-3 imply that the electron kinetic energy is in the range

of validity for the Born approximation. The Born approximation underesti-

mates the true cross section at very low energies and overestimates the

true cross section at extreme relativistic energies. The energy region in

which the Born approximation is only slightly in error is the range from

4 to 10 Mev. Roughly, the Born approximation is within 10% above 2 Mev

and within a factor of two below 2 Mev. The cross section formula, 3BN,
used in LEBC is:
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O
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O
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o

To(T o + 2)] 1/2

IT(T+ 2)J 1/2

initial and final total energy of the electron in a collision, in

mo c2 units

initial and final kinetic energy of the electron in a collision,

mo¢2 units

energy of emitted photon in moC2 units

atomic number of stopping material

2.82 x 10 -13 cm (classical electron radius).

in

!

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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The photon differential energy flux, I(k), due to an integral number flux of

electrons incident normally upon the shield material is given by the relation:

0.511 No z2 ?o, max kda" (k, Eo)
I(k)= A 2 N(Eo) dE (9-5)O

k+ 1 z dk S_Eo_.,

where N = Avogadro's number
o

A, z = atomic weight and atomic number of stopping material.

dk = bremsstrahlung cross section, differential with respect to
photon energy, k, in units of cm2/atom per incident
electron

E = maximum total energy of incident electrons, in mo c2 units
o, max

S(Eo) = stopping power, 34 in units of Mev-cm2/gm, for electrons

of total energy, Eo, in units of moC2

N(Eo) = integral number flux of electrons with total energy equal to
or greater than E o.

The numerical constant, 0.511, converts stopping power in units of

Mev-cm2/grn to stopping power in units of moC2-cm2/gm.

With the photon differential energy flux determined, the bremsstrahlung

dose rate emerging from the shield may be calculated.

k
max

D(x) = 0.511 _J I(k)F(E) e-_._k_--'"•x B(k,x)dk (9-6)
k
min

where F(E) = photon energy flux-to-dose conversion factor, 18
r_cm2_sec_hr_l_Mev_ 1

_(k) = mass attenuation coefficient, 20 in cm2/gm

x = normal thickness of shield, in gm/cm 2

B(k, x) = point isotropic source dose build-up factor. 19

D(x) = photon dose rate in r/hr.
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The numerical constant, 0.511, in this equation, is to convert the Mev
energy units in the flux-to-dose conversion factor to moC2energy units.

In the bremsstrahlung code, the dose rate integration is actually the sum of
two integrations. In the first, the integration is from the minimum photon
energy to the K-edge energy; and in the second, the integration is from the
K-edge energy to the maximum photonenergy. This is done in order not to
integrate over the discontinuity generated in the attenuation coefficients at
the K-edge.

GLOSSARYOF INPUT DATA TERMS

H - Hollerith information identifying calculation.

NMUT - Number of mass attenuation coefficient (p-) tables.

NST - Number of stopping power tables.

NNT

ZSTAR(J)

NKMU(J)

FKMU(J, I)

FMUII(J, I)

WA(I)

Z(I)

NES(I)

ESI(I,J)

S(I,J)

- Number of electron integral flux spectrum tables.

.th
- Atomic number of element of } _-table.

.th
- Number of entries in j /_-table.

.th .th
- 1 photon energy (Mev) entry in } _-table of jthelement.

.th
- 1 mass attenuation coefficient (cm2/gm) of jth element.

- Atomic weight of i th element (corresponding to i th

p. -table).

- Atomic number for element of ith stopping power table.

.th
- Number of entries in stopping power table for i element.

.th
- j electron energy (Mev) entry for ith element stopping

power table.

-i th
- Stopping power (Mev 1-gm -cm 2) entry at j energy for

ith element.
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NFDC

FKDC(I)

FDCV(I)

NBEE

NBXX

BE (JJ,KK)

BX(JK, KK)

BUP(JK, JJ, KK) -

NTN(I)

ETNI(I, J)

FNII(I,J)

IOPT

ISHLD

ITAR

- Number of energy-flux-to-dose conversion factors.

.th
- 1 photon energy (Mev) entry.

- Energy-flux-to-dose conversion factor (rl-hr-l-Mev -1-

cm2-sec 1) entry at ith energy.

- Number of energy entries in the kk th buildup table.

(Corresponding to the kk th /_-table, )

- Number of mean free path entries in the kk th buildup

table.

.th
- jj photon energy (Mev) entry in the kk th buildup table.

- jk th number of mean free paths entry in the kk th buildup

table.

Dose buildup factor entry for the jk th number of mean

free paths at the jjth photon energy in the kk th element.

- Number of entries in the i th electron integral flux

spectrum table.

•th .th
- ] electron energy (Mev) in 1 integral flux table.

.th
- Electron integral flux entry at jth energy in 1 electron

integral flux table.

- Integral spectrum option:

1 = monoenergetie electron flux

2 = exponential integral flux Q(E) = Ae

3 = tabular integral flux.

- Shield material number (indicating material loaction in

the sequence of /x-tables).

- Target material number (indicating material location in

the sequence of stopping power tables),
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(ITAR determines the material that stops the electrons and generates the

photons, ISHLD determines the material that attenuates the photons generated

in ITAR. )

INTAB - An integer determining which of the integral flux tables is
to be used in the calculation.

IPDR - A print option:

1 = print intermediate data before integrating

0 = omit above printing.

ISTOP - Compute option:

0 = compute

1 = stop

2 = dump, then stop.

NTH - Number of shield thicknesses.

-E/B
A - The "A" of Ae for the exponential integral flux option.

B - The "B" for the exponential integral flux option.

2
ENM - Maximum electron total energy (mc units) including

rest mass.

BLIMIT - Lower limit (Mev) of integration above the "K-edge".

ULIMIT - Upper limit (Mev) of integration below "K-edge".

TH(I) - Thickness of i th shield (gm/cm2).

INPUT DATA PREPARATION

Card Type 1 - 72 columns of Hollerith information, H, to identify the case

or cases being run. Format (12A6)

Card Type 2 - 1st 3 columns, 3 one digit integers:
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(a) The first integer (NMUT) indicates the number of
gamma ray mass attenuation coefficient (p_) tables;

(b) The secondinteger (NST) indicates the number of
electron stoppingpower tables;

(c) The third integer (NNT) indicates the number of electron
integral flux tables. Format (311)

Note: The dimensions set by the program limit the number of each kind of
table to six.

Card types 3 and 4 are read in a "DO LOOP" ranging over the number of

tables (NMUT).

Card Type 3 Columns 1-10, the atomic number, ZSTAR(J), of the

element applicable to the table to be read (card type 4);

columns 11-12, the number, NKMU(1), of entries in the

table. Format (El0. ,I2)

Card Type 4 Columns 1-10, the photon energy, FKMU(J,I), (Mev) for

which the mass attenuation coefficient, FMUII(J, I}, is

tabulated; columns 11-20, the mass attenuation coefficient

(cm2/gm). Format {2El0. )

Note: The number of cards type 4 for each card type 3 should be equal to

the number in columns 11 and 12 of card type 3. Further, the

number of cards type 3 should be equal to NMUT (column 1, card

type 2). The sequencing of the cards is: card type 3, cards type 4,

card type 3, cards type 4, etc.

Cards types 5 and 6 are read in a "DO LOOP" ranging over the number of

electron stopping power tables (NST).

Card Type 5 - Columns 1-10, the atomic weight, WA(I), of the element for

which stopping powers are to be used from cards type 6;

columns 11-20, the atomic number, Z(I), of the same

element; columns 21 and 22, the number, NES(I), of entries

in the stopping power table for this element. Format

(2El0., I2)
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Card Type 6 - Columns 1-10, the electron kinetic energy, ESI(I, J) (Mev),
for which the stopping power is tabulated; columns 11-20,
the stopping power, S(I,J) (MevI gm-1 cm2). Format
(2El0.)

Note: The number of cards type 6 for each card type 5 should be equal to the
number in columns 21 and 22 of card type 5. Further, the number of
cards type 5 should be equal to NST (column 2, card type 2). The

sequencing of the data cards is. card type 5, cards type 6, card

type 5, cards type 6, etc.

Card Type 7 - Columns 1 and 2, the number, NFDC, of energy-flux-to-

dose conversion factor entries (cards type 8).

Card Type 8 Columns 1-10, photon energy, FKDC(I) (Mev), at which

energy-flux-to-dose conversion factor is tabulated; columns

11-20, energy-flux-to-dose conversion factor, FDCV(I).

Format (I2/(2E10.))

Card. types 9, 10, 11 and 12 are read in a "DO LOOP" ranging over the

number of _-tables (NMUT). These cards are applicable to the dose

buildup tables. There should be as many dose buildup tables as there are

mass attenuation coefficient (_) tables, and the order of the elements should
be the same in both sets of tables.

Card Type 9 Columns 1 and 2, the number, NBEE, of entries in the

energy table; columns 3 and 4, the number, NBXX, of

entries in the mean-free-path table.

Card Type 10 - Seven fields of ten columns per field, each field contains a

photon energy, BE(JJ, KK) (Mev), for which the dose buildup
factors are tabulated. These cards are continued until the

number of entries is equal to the number in columns i and

2 in card type 9. The entries must be in increasing energy.

Format (212/(7E10.))

Card Type 11 - Seven fields of ten columns per field, each field contains

the number, BX(JK, KK), of mean free paths of material

thickness for which the dose buildup factors are tabulated.
These cards are continued until the number of entries is

equal to the number in columns 3 and 4, card type 9. The

entries must be in order of increasing magnitude. Format

(7E10.)
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Card Type 12 - Seven fields of ten columns per field, each field contains a

photon dose buildup factor, BUP(JK, JJ, KK). For each

energy in card type 10, dose buildup factors are entered

corresponding to each of the number of mean free paths

entered in card type 11. The total number of dose buildup

entries should be equal to the product of the two numbers in

card type 9. Format (7E10.)

Note: The sequencing of cards types 9, 10, 11 and 12: card type 9, card(s)

type 10, card(s) type 11, cards type 12, card type 9, card(s) type 10,

card(s) type 11, cards type 12, etc. The number of these sets should

equal the number of _-tables (NMUT).

Card types 13 and 14 are read in a "DO LOOP" ranging over the number of

electron integral flux tables (NNT; column 3, card type 2).

Card Type 13 - Columns 1 and 2, the number, NTN(I), of entries in the

electron integral flux table. Format 02)

Card Type 14 - Columns 1-10, electron energy, ETNI(I,J)(Mev), for which,

the integral flux is tabulated; columns 11-20, the integral

flux value, FNII(I, J), for the given electron energy. The

number of these cards should be equal the number in

columns 1 and 2, card type 13. Format (2El0.)

Note: The sequencing of card types 13 and 14 is: card type 13, cards type

14, card type 13, cards type 14, etc. The number of sets of card

type 13 and cards type 14 should equal NNT (column 3, card type 2).

The following card types are case cards.

Card Type 15 - Column 1, spectrum option, IOPT:

1 = monoenergetic electron flux

-E/B
2 = exponential integral flux, Q(E) = Ae

3 = tabular integral flux;

Column 2, shield option, ISHLD - number indicates material

location in sequence of _-tables;

Column 3, target option, ITAR - number indicates material

location in sequence of stopping power tables;
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Column 4, option for tabulated integral fluxes, INTAB -
integer locates position of integral flux table in sequenceof
integral flux tables;

Column 5, print option, IPDR:

1 = print intermediate data before integrating,

0 = omit above printing;

Column 6, compute option, ISTOP:

0 -- compute,

1 = stop,

2 = dump, then stop;

Columns 9 and 10, number, NTH, of shield thicknesses

{maximum of twenty);

Columns 11-20, the coefficient "A" of Ae-B/E for the

exponential integral flux option,

Columns 21-30, the "B" of the exponential integral flux

option;

Columns 31-40, the maximum electron total energy, ENM,

(mo c2 units), including rest mass;

Columns 41-50, lower limit, BLIMIT (Mev), of integration

above the "K-edge";

Columns 51-60, upper limit, ULINIIT (Mev), of integration

below the "K-edge";

Card Type 16 - Seven fields of ten columns in which are entered the shield

thicknesses, TH(I), to be investigated. Number of entries

must equal number in columns 9 and 10 in card type 15.

Format (611, 2XI2, 5El0./(7El0. ))

Sequencing of card types 15 and 16 is: card type 15, card(s) type 16, card

type 15, card(s) type 16, etc. A blank card should always follow a stop or

dump card ("1" or "2" in column 6 of card type 15).
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OUTPUT FORMAT

LEBC output consists of one page of information for each case card, card

types 15 and 16, executed. Each page exhibits the following format. The

heading card, card type 1, is printed at the top of the page. Below the

heading_ information is displayed consisting of the spectrum option

(N{E} OPTION}, the value of A, the value of B, the atomic weight (WA} of

the photon shielding material, the atomic number {Z} of the electron stopping

material, the atomic number (Z*} of the photon shielding material, the

maximum total energy (EN(MAX}) of the incident electrons, and the integral

flux table (N TABLE} used, if any. Immediately beneath the above, two

columns indicate the thicknesses, gm/cm 2, of shielding material and the

photon dose rate, r/hr., at each of the thicknesses. Last, twenty values of

photon energy (K}, in mc 2 units and the corresponding values of photon

differential energy flux (I(K}} are printed.
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10. MISSION FLUX CODE (LMFC)

CODE DESCRIPTION

The mapping of the trapped radiation belts is, as yet, incomplete. It is

necessary, therefore, to assume certain symmetries. In particular, the

altitudes corresponding to the lower edge of the proton belt at the geomagnetic

equator are assumed to be independent of geomagnetic latitude. Variation of

proton and electron flux densities with geomagnetic latitude and with distance

above the bottom of the belt is assumed to be independent of longitude. With

these assumptions, proton and electron flux densities are specified at all

points as a function of geomagnetic coordinates.

The geomagnetic position of the vehicle is approximated by the following
equations:

RM( _kG) = R G + RB(0) - RB( _'G ) (10-1)

So,xo)=@a- bE(×a) (10-2)

XM(_)G' XG) = XG-K1 " CG" sin( kG-K2) (10-3)

where R M, R G

R B

@E

XM, kG

= magnitude of vehicle position vector in geomagnetic (M)

and geographic (G) coordinates

= distance to the bottom of the proton belt from the surface

of the earth

= geomagnetic (M) and geographic (G) north latitude of
vehicle

= north geographic latitude of the geomagnetic equator

= geomagnetic and geographic east longitude of vehicle.

K 1, K2 = empirical constants, 0.25 and 111 °, respectively. These
constants are from an empirical fit to Vestine's data. 50

The total flux incident on the vehicle at the completion of a specific time
interval is
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fTdN _M' )_M )atN(T) = _ (R M, (10-4)

where dN/dt i9 the integral number flux rate, and the vehicle coordinates

are given as functions of time.

Tables of integral number fluxes versus R M and (_M for both trapped protons

and electrons are stored in the code library (input data). In addition to the

flux tables, a table of R B versus k G is also stored. Vehicle geographic
coordinates tabulated at equal time intervals are input to describe a specific

mission. These coordinates are transformed to geomagnetic coordinates by

Equations 10-1 to 10-3 and dN/dt is obtained as a function of time. The

total proton and total electron fluxes are determined by a numerical integra-

tion (Simpson's Rule) of Equation 10-4.

For vehicles describing closed orbits, it may be more convenient to have

the code determine the vehicle geomagnetic coordinates as a function of

time. Neglecting perturbations to the orbit, the equations of motion of an

orbiting body may be expressed as:

-3/2

= Gx(x 2 + y2 + z2) (10-5)

-3/2
2

"_= Gy(x 2 + y + z2) (10-6)

-3/2
2 2 2

"_= Gz(x + y + z ) (10-7)

where x, y, and z = Cartesian coordinates with the origin at the geographic

center of a non-rotating earth; and,

G = the universal gravitation constant multiplied by the mass

of the earth, 3.985 x 1014 m3/sec 2.

The solution of these equations is obtained from a subroutine of the main

program. This subroutine is named "ORBIT".

A right handed coordinate system is selected such that the z-axis is
coincident with the earth's axis of rotation, the y-axis lies in the orbital

plane and has the same sense as the vehicle velocity vector at perigee.
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The initial conditions are:

x(0) = RGp cos a (lo-8)

y(O)= 0 (10-9)

z(0) = RGp sin a (lO-10)

ffio (lo-11)

y(0)= [(1-e)G/RGp] 1/2 (10-12)

= 0 (10-13)

where RGp = the magnitude of the position vector at perigee;

a ffi angle of inclination of orbital plane with respect to the

equatorial plane; and,

e = eccentricity of the closed trajectory.

Subject to the initial conditions, Equations 10-8 through 10-13, numerical

solutions of Equations 10-5 through 10-7 are obtained by the application of

the Runge-Kutta-Gill integration formulae. The fourth iteration is accepted

as a solution, and 200 equal time intervals are treated.

The time dependent Cartesian coordinates are transformed to earth

geomagnetic coordinates, relative to a rotating earth, by the relations:

here

ffi 2 1/2
RG (x 2+ y2+ z )

_)G = aresin (Z/RG)

XG= kGp- _,Et- d2 arctan(y/x)

1 when orbit is west to east

-1 when orbit is east to west

(i0-14)

(lO-15)

(10-16)

Equations 10-1 to 10-3 are used to obtain the geomagnetic coordinates, and

the time integrated flux is provided by Equation 10-4.
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GLOSSARYOF INPUT DATA TERMS

PHIEM(I} - Magnetic latitude associated with electron integral flux values.

REM(I) - Altitude abovethe earth's magnetic center associatedwith
electron integral flux values (kilometers}.

EF(I,J) - Electron integral flux values.

PHIPM(I} - Magnetic latitude associated with proton integral flux values.

RPM(I) - Altitude abovethe earth's magnetic center associated with the
proton integral flux values (kilometers}.

PF(I, J} - Proton integral flux values.

FLT(I) - GeographicEast longitude.

PHIB{1) - North geographic latitude of the geomagneticequator at
geographiceast longitude FLT.

RB(I} - Distance of the bottom of the proton belt from the surface of the
earth.

- Option to:

1. Read in geographic coordinates of points on vehicle
trajectory.

2. Computegeographic coordinates of points on vehicle
trajectory.

3. Call EXIT.

- Number of geographic coordinate points on vehicle trajectory to
be read. (Thesepoints determine theintervals used in obtaining
the integrated particle flux over the trajectory. )

- Vehicle time coordinate (seconds}.

- Vehicle geocentric radial coordinate (kilometers}.

- Vehicle geocentric latitudinal coordinate {degrees}.

JDATA

NT

T(I)

RG(I)

PHIG(I)
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FLG(I)

E

ALPHAI

P

OT

FLNO

RSENSE

- Vehicle geocentric longitudinal coordinate (degrees).

- Orbit eccentricity.

- Orbit plane angle of inclination (degrees) to geographic equator.

- Perigee (meters).

- Time in trajectory (minutes). (If OT _<0, code computes times
for closed orbit. )

- Geocentric longitude, degrees, at T = 0 (perigee).

- Direction of orbit: 1 = west to east
-1 = east to west

INPUT DATA PREPARATION

Card Type 1 Sevenfields of ten columns per field, each field contains
a geomagnetic latitude (in degrees, in order of increasing
magnitude). There shouldbe nineteen of these latitudes -
7 on the 1st card, 7 on the second, and 5 on the third.
Format (7E10.)

Card Type 2 Sevenfields of ten columns per field, each field contains a
geomagneticradius (in kilometers). There shouldbe twelve
of these radii - 7 on the first card and 5 on the second.
Format (7E10.)

Card Type 3 Sevenfields of ten columnsper field, each field contains an
electron integral flux value associated with the above lati-
tudesand radii. The first three cards type 3 contain nineteen
electron integral fluxes associated with the nineteen latitudes
and the first altitude; the secondthree cards type 3 contain
nineteen electron integral fluxes associated with the nineteen
latitudes and the secondaltitude; this sequencing is continued
for twelve altitudes. Format (7E10.)

Card Type 4 Sevenfields of ten columns per field, each field contains a
geomagnetic latitude (in degrees, in order of increasing
magnitude). There shouldbe 22 of these latitudes - 7 on the
first 3 cards and 1 on the fourth. Format (7E10.)
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Card Type 5 Sevenfields of ten columns per field, each field contains a
geomagneticradius (in kilometers). There should be twelve
of these radii - 7 on the first card and 5 on the second.
Format (7E10.)

Card Type 6 Sevenfields of ten columns per field, each field contains a
proton integral flux value associated with the latitudes and
radii in card types 4 and 5. The first four cards type 6
contain 22 proton integral fluxes associated with the 22
latitudes at the first altitude; the secondfour cards type 6
contain 22proton integral fluxes associated with the 22
latitudes at the secondaltitude; this sequencingis continued
for twelve altitudes. Format (7E10.)

Card Type 7 Columns 1-10, geographic longitude; columns 11-20, north
geographic latitude of the geomagnetic equatbr at the longi-
tude in columns 1-10; columns 21-30, the altitude (in meters),
from the surface of the earth, of the bottom of the belt at the
longitude in columns 1-10. There should be 37 of these cards
with longitudes from 0° to 360°. (All longitudes and latitudes
are in degrees. ) Format (3E10:)

Card Type 8 Column 1, an integer: 1, 2 or 3.

If 1, obtain trajectory points by reading cards type 9 and 10.

If 2, obtain trajectory points by reading card type 11.

If 3, end computations.

Card Type 9 - Columns 1-3, an integer (right adjusted) signifying the
number of cards type 10 to follow. Format (I3)

Card Type 10 - Columns 1-10, time (in seconds) of this point on trajectory;
columns 11-20, geographic radius to trajectory at this time;
columns 21-30, geographic latitude at this time; columns
31-40, geographic longitude at this time. The number of
cards type 10 should equal the integer in card type 9.
Format (4E10.)

Card Type 11 - Columns i-i0, eccentricity of orbit; columns 11-20,

inclinationangle of orbit;columns 21-30, perigree of orbit

(in meters); columns 31-40, time in orbit (in minutes,

should be less than or equal to one period; ifzero or negative,
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program will compute time for one period); columns 41-50,

geographic longitude of perigee; columns 51-53_ orbit

direction (if 1., west to east; if -1., east to west). Format

(5E10. ,E3,)

OUTPUT FORMAT

The first data output by the LMFC is a two-dimensional array of the electron

integral flux values. The first line of output is a list of the geomagnetic

altitudes, and the first column on the left are the geomagnetic latitudes; the

electron integral flux values are associated with the given altitudes and

latitudes. The second two-dimensional array is the table of proton integral
flux values, analogous to the electron table.

When JDATA = 2, card type 8, the values of the time, T (in seconds), and

the geographic coordinates X, Y, and Z, computed by subroutine ORBIT,

are listed in an array of eight columns. When JDATA # 2, this information

is not printed.

The next table displays the vehicle geocentric coordinates along the

trajectory and the electron and proton integral flux values at these positions.

Beneath this table, the time integrated electron and preton flux values along
the vehicle flight path are exhibited.
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